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Kentucky Block Grants
Total $120 Million

READY TO ROOT FOR RACERS - Several avid Murray State University football fans, a few players
and press officials boarded a bus Friday night to the Paducah airport to fly to Youngstown, Ohio, for
tonight's game between Murray State and Youngstown. Most of the Racer team and coaches flew to Ohio
Friday afternoon. It will be the first Ohio Valley Conference game of the season for MSU.

Founder's Day To Celebrate
University's 58th Anniversary
Murray State . University's
earliest years will be remembered
Friday, Sept. 25, when the
institution observes the 58th
anniversafy- oi its—first day of
classes with its third annual
Founder's Day convocation.
Dr. Adron Doran, retired
president of Morehead State
University, will be the principal
speaker at the cap and gown
ceremonies, scheduled for 10:30
a.m. in Lovett Auditorium. The
public, especially retired faculty
and staff, is encouraged to attend.
Doran, a 1932 graduate and one
of the university's most
distinguished alumni, was
president of Morehead State
University for 22 years before his
retirement in 1976.
Awarded an honorary doctbr of
laws degree by the university in
1970, he has a long and
distinguished career in state
government, as well as in
education.
A native of Cuba in Graves
County, Doran was a member of
the Kentucky House of
Representatives for four terms,
serving one term, 1950-51, as
Speaker of the House. In 1967, he
was appointed by President
Lyndon B. Johnson to the National
Advisory Council on Education
Profession Development.
During his 22 years as
Morehead's president, the
institution grew from 698 students

to more than 7,000, expended more
than $55 million in capital
construction and increased its
faculty and staff from 91 persons
to 747. The school's budget
increased during the period from
$820,000 to a fiscal outlay in excess
of $17 mithon.
One of his most treasured of the
scores of honors and awards
bestowed upon him during his long
and colorful career is the highly
coveted, national Horatio Alger
Award, received in 1971 at

ATF Bureau May Go
In Next Round Of Cuts
WASHINGTON (AP) Government sources said Friday
that President Reagan intends to
propose abolishing the Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms as
part of his next round of budget
cuts. The administration also
considered, but rejected, abolition
of the Consumer Product Safety
Commission.
Congressional and
administration sources said early
in the day that Reagan planned to
seek the elimination of the CPSC.
But late Friday, Lou Brott, a
spokesman for CPSC Chairman

Nancy Harvey Steorts, said she
had talked to top administration
officials after hearing the new
reports.
She was told abolition had been
considered at one time but had
been dropped, Brott said. Her
version was confirmed separately
by an administration source.
The original report that the
CPSC would be abolished was
based on a list of tentative budget
cuts circulated on Capitol Hill
earlier this week by Reagan's
budget director, David Stockman,
said the administration source.

4

mental health; social services;
community services and lowincome home energy assistance.
According to a release issued by
the governor's office Friday,
Brown and Stumbo decided not to
accept a primary care block grant
because no funds are provided for
state administration of the grant
and the regulations are too strict.
Health programs under that
grant will continue in Kentucky
but will be administered by the
federal government.
Kentucky does plan to accept
the small cities community
development and education block
grants, which will be
administered by the Commerce
Cabinet and the Department of
Education, respectively.
More than 500 federal
categorical grants were not
included in the block-grant system
and will continue to be
administered by the federal
government. Funding for those
programs also have been cut by
about 20 percent.
"Kentucky knows better than
Washington how to spend the
money in these block grants,"
Brown said in a release.

But they are not a panacea.
They have three major problems.
First, there are too few of them.
Second, they still have too many
federal strings. Third, they
generally have too little funding."
Brown also said his
administration would work with
legislators, local officials and
other groups to oversee the
administration of the block
grants.
Under the education block
grant, more than 20 categorical
grants will be consolidated under
state administration. The state's
role will not begin until next year
because educational programs
are funded a year in advance.
And while funding has been cut
at the federal level, Kentucky
could receive more money under
the small cities and education
block grants than it did last year
because of funding-formula
changes, the release said.
Whether more money will
actually be forthcoming from
Washington for those programs
will not be known, however, until
Congress completes its
consideration of the budget, the
release said.

Target Price Reductions Also Adopted

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Senate passed and sent to the
House a massive new four-year
farm bill Friday after defeating
an attempt to scrap target prices
for farm crops and a new attack
on tobacco price supports.
Passage came on a 49-32 vote
after target price reductions were
adopted 46-39. The attenipt to end
target prices was beaten back 4543 and an effort to give the
secretary of agriculture more
discretion in lowering price
supports for tobacco grades in
heavy supply was defeated 41-39.
Sen. Howell Heflin, 1)-Ala.,
complaining about the limited
financial support he claimed the
bill will give farmers, said that
instead of the being known as
"The Agriculture and Food Act of
1981" the bill should be called
"The Farm Bankruptcy Act."
The target price reductions
were proposed by Sen. Bob Dole,

R-Kan., who warned that without
reductions, the entire commodity
price support package could be
vetoed. After the the final vote,
Dole said, "We have a pledge
from the administration from top
to bottom that the bill's going to be
signed."
The government supports farm
prices through complex programs
of loans, purchases and direct
payments in an effort to insure an
adequate supply of agricultural
products while providing farmers
some income security.
If a commodity does not reach
its target price in the market, the
government is obliged to make
direct payments to the grower to
make up the difference between
the actual price and the target.
For example, if corn brings $2.30 a
bushel against the current $2.40
target price, the government must
pay the grower 10 cents a bushel.
"The president made it very,

clear three days ago that he's
going to veto anything that
exceeds the administration's
recommendations," Dole said.
-I'm convinced President Reagan
means what he says."
Dole acknowledged that his
proposal, nearly identical to that
called for by Agriculture
Secretary John Block, would trim
only an average of $72 million a
year from the huge price support
plan, but said even that is
necessary to bring the bill within
the administration's budgetary
restraints.
In other congressional
developments Friday, House
Majority Leader Jim Wright, DTexas, said President Reagan's
expected proposal to defer cost-ofliving raises for Social Security
recipients and other pensioners
probably won't get through the
House.
"It is important that we restore
the integrity of the House-that it
(the postponement) not be lumped
together in some huge, nebulous
package put together at the last
minute," Wright, 13-Texas, told a
news conference.
Elsewhere in Congress:
-Five nominees for
ambassadorial pos4 in Arab
countries urged the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee to
approve the controversial $8.5
billion sale of advanced radar
warning planes and other
weapons to Saudi Arabia.
"There is an amazing
congruence of interests between
Riyadh and Washington," said
Richard Murphy, the designated
new envoy to Saudi Arabia.
joining Murphy in supporting
the sale were Joseph V. Reed,
ambassador-designate to
Morocco; Michael H. Newlin,
Algeria; Robert Paganelli, Syria,
and David E. Zweifel, North
Yemen.

Board Of Regents
To Meet Saturday
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ceremonies in New York's
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel.
He and his wife, the former
Mignon McClain, also a Graves
County native, today maintain
homes in Lexington and Ft.
Lauderdale, Fla.
The convocation, which will be
preceded by an academic
procession, including retired
faculty, is open to the public,
according to Dr. Richard Butwell,
vice-president for academic
programs. All faculty members
are being encouraged to
participate in the procession in
cap and gown.
Because of the ceremony,all
9:30 a.m. classes at the university
Sept. 25 will be dismissed at 10:15
a.m. All scheduled 10:30 a.m.
classes will be cancelled, and the
11:30 a.m. classes are being
rescheduled to start 15 minutes
late at 11:45 a.m.
The primary purpose of the
observance, which is being
nurtured into a lasting, annual
Murray State tradition, is "to
encourage an appreciation of
Murray State University students
of the continuing academic
experience - not least of all as it
reflects itself in the history and
goals of the institution."

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Kentucky will receive about $120
million in eight federal block
grants recently passed by
Congress, according to Gov. John
Y. Brown Jr.
Because of current federal
budget conditions, the money
coming to Kentucky under the
grants will be about 15 to 20
percent less than the state
received for the same programs
Last year, Brown said.
But further budget cuts
proposed by President Reagan
could mean less money for the
states during the federal fiscal
year, which begins Oct. 1.
The eight block grants being
accepted by Kentucky consolidate
more than 50 categorical
programs that have been
administered by the federal
government in the past
Last week, Brown and Human
Resources Secretary Grady
Stumbo said the state would
accept six block grants to be
administered by Stumbo's
department.
Those grants were: preventive
health; maternal and child health
services; alcohol, drug abuse and

Mostly sunny and warmer
Sunday. Highs in the low to
mid 70's. Winds will be west
to southwest at 10 to 15 mph
on Sunday.
Clear skies and mild
temperatures Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday.
Highs will be mostly in the
70s and lows will be mostly
in ttie 50s.

The Murray State University
Board of Regents will meet at 9
a.m. Saturday, Sept. 26, in the
Board Room,Wells Hall.
The Physical Plant Committee
of the board will meet at 11:30
a.m.; site of the meeting to be
determined at the board meeting.
At 2 p.m., members of the board
will meet jointly with the trustees
FORESTRY CAMP - Kentucky Division of Forestii Summer Camp was attended by three Calloway
of the Murray State University
County High School students. Sophomore students (from left) Eddie Travis, Lisa Workman and Greg__ _Foundation and the Executive
"bouglas particiwitid-bi the-week-long camp at IM -1.11. facilities at -BrificlOifSprings. Albert Wilson,
Council of the Murray State
Calloway CountrForestry Ranger (with back to camera 1 and Charles Butts, Trigg County Unit Ranger,
University Alumni Association.
the operation of a fire plow. The Calloway students were sponsored by the Calloway Soil Conservation
This meeting will be held in the
District. Douglas was recognized for outstanding achievement during the weeks activities with a $50
Commonwealth Room of the
saving bond
University Center.
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Community Events Are Listed
Saturday,Sept. 19
Square and round
Fall Festival by the
United Methodist Youth dancing will be at 7:30
Fellowshif, k the p.m. at the Woodmen of
\t'S
•
Church the World Hall.
Indepo- '%
• stact`at 4 p.m. at the
Alcoholics Anonymous
church.
and Alanon will meet at 8
League of Women p.m. at the west end of
Voters of Murray- the Livestock and
Calloway County will Exposition Center.
have a membership fair
Knights at Columbus
at 10 a.m. at the Calloway will have a fish fry from
Public Library meeting noon to 8 p.m. at St. Leo's
room.
Catholic Church Parrish
Center. Cost will be $3.50
for adults and $1.75 for ch
Samuel Cunard
founded the British and
North American Royal
Mail Steam Packet — a
steamship line — in 1838.

Bargain Matinees
Sat. 8. Sun. 2:00
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Movie Spacial
AlSees61.50
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Alpha Phi Alumni
meeting will be held at 2
p.m. in the Alpha Phi
mute at Swann Hall,
Murray State University.
- Homecoming will be
held at Spring Creek
Baptist Church. If unable
to attend, persons may
mail donations for the
cemetery upkeep to Lexie
Watson, Route 2, Murray,
Ky.

The Rev. and Mrs. Otis
Jones will be honored at
reception in celebration
of their 50th wedding
Murray Shrine Club anniversary from 2 to 4
will meet at 3 p.m. at the p.m. at Ferguson Spring
home of Clark Joy. Each Baptist Church.
one should bring a dish
for the social potluck
Monday,Sept.21
dinner.
Murray Ledge No. 105
Free and Accepted
Primary International Masons will meet at 7:30
will be held from 10 a.m. p.m.at the lodge hall.
to 12 noon at the Church
Recovery, Inc., will
of Jesus Christ of Latter
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Day Saints.
Health Center, North
Events in Land Seventh and Olive
Between the Lakes will Streets.
include Jams, Jellies,
and Apple Butter Makin' Humane Society will
at 10 a.m. at The have a potluck supper at
Homeplace-1850; the home of Jean
Campers Fair at Piney Blankenship, Sherwood
Campground with open Forest, at 6:30 p.m. All
house from 10 a.m. to 5 interested persons are
p.m.; Bowhunter's Bag invited and for
at 1 and 3 p.m. and Nigh information call 753-4395.
Visual at 8:15 p.m. at
Center Station.
Murray High Athletic
Boosters will have a
Sunday,Sept.20
Potluck dinner honored general membership
new members of the First meeting at 7 p.m. at the
Christian Church will be Murray High school
held at 6 p.m. at the home cafeteria. All interested
of Chichi Stinnett, 602 persons are urged to
Meadow Lane. Each attend. A review of all
member of the church sports at the schools will
board is asked to bring a be given by the coaches.
covered dish for the
dinner.

Events in Land
Between the Lakes will
include Campers Fair at
Piney Campground with
open house from 11 a.m.
to 4 p.m.; Gospel Sing at 2
p.m. at The Homeplace1850 ; and Forest
Conservation at 2 p.m. at
Center Station.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
Washburn of Sedalia
Route 1 will have open
house in celebration of
their 35th wedding
anniversary from 2 to 4
p.m. at their home.

Ladies Gospel.Group Plans Meet

Monday,Sept. 21
Murray Chapter of Professioanal Secretaries
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
the Community room of
the North Branc of the
Peoples Bank.
Reservations for ladies
day luncheon on Wednesday at the Murray Country Club should be made
by today with Urbena
Koenen, luncheon chairman.
Unit 17 of Licensed
Practical Nurses will
continue with its Drug
and Alcohol Workshop at
7 p.m. on the third floor,
education unit, MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
Theta Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will have a covered dish
supper at 6:30 p.m. at the
club house.

Chamber Music Recital
will be presented at 8
p.m. at the Farrell
Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University.
Murray Lions Club will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at the
Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church.
Parents Anonymous
will meet at 6:30 p.m. For
information call 759-1087
or 753-6917.
Senior Adults of First
Baptist Church will have
a covered dish luncheon
in the Fellowship Hall of
the church with a program on the Brazilian
trip to be given by Dan
and Mary Shipley.
—
. —
Alcoholics Anonymous
will meet at 8 p.m. at the
west end of the Livestock
and Exposition Center.

Penny Homemakers
Senior Citizens Centers
Club will meet at the will be open as follows:
Walker
home of Kathryn
Hazel and Douglas from
at 1 p.m.
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis
from 1 0 a.m. to 3 p.m.;
Blue Grass State C. B. Dexter at 9:30 a.m.
Club is scheduled to meet
at 7 p.m. at Joe's Family
Men's Prayer
Restaurant.
Breakfast of First United
Methodist Church will be
Tuesday,Sept.22
at 7 a.m.
Tau Phi Lambda
Sorority, Unit 827,
Woodmen of the World,
will meet at 7 p.m. at the
home of Nancy Todd with
Judy McCarty as
cohostess.

Ladies

Inspirational Day
"Happiness is..."
Prey. 16:20

Allbritten 'And Lester
At Secretaries' Meet

Bazaar workshop of
First United Methodist
Church Women will be
held at 9:30 a.m. at the
church.

Volunteers Sig-n,
Up For Library

Over 30 volunteers.
have registered to work
in the public library as a
result of a volunteer
recruitment program.
Margaret Trevathan,
Library Director,
welcomed the group and
e xpressed her
enthusiasm for such a
program. She informed
the group that they would
be welcome to many staff
functions and would be
e ssential in
implementing new and
innovative services for
the library patrons.
Gerry Reed, Library
Staff Coordinator for the
project, stated that she
was pleased with the
number of persons

David and Carol Jones nursery or the meeting 8343 or Mrs. Chuck
will be the speakers at the itself, call Mrs. Rudy Whitby in Paducah at INmeeting of the Ladies Holland in Benton at 527- 6740.
Full Gospel Fellowship
on Tuesday, Sept. 22, at
10:30, and will be held at
the Gateway Steakhouse
in Draffenville, on
Highway 641, about two
miles north of Benton.
Mr. and Mrs. Jones are
the parents of three
teenage daughters.
The Ladies Full
Gospel Fellowship
International is an
organization based in St.
Louis, Mo., and is open to
women (and men) of all
denominations. It is not a
part of any Full Gospel
church, but the name
rather describes the fact
that the women believe in
all that the Bible teaches
about healing, Baptism in
the Holy Spirit, and the
Second Coming of Christ.
All women men, and
children are invited to
attend the regular
monthly meetings," said
Dariti mid Carol Joues
Mrs. Rudy Holland,
president.
A nursery will be
provided for this
meeting, and for those in
the future. For more
information about the

interested in donating
their time and talents to
the library. She called on
Lochie Hart, one of the
volunteers who has been
instrumental from the
beginning of the library,
to give a brief history of
its development.
An overview of the
volunteer program was
given an opportunity to
choose work areas best
suited to their own
interests and
background.
The next meeting of the
newly formed
organization will be at a
luncheon hosted by the
staff at 12 noon, on
Thursday, October 15 in
the library.

The fall board meeting
of Kentucky Division
Professional Secretaries
International was held
Saturday, Sept. 12 at the
Ramada Inn in
Henderson.
The Murray Chapter
was represented by its
president, Betty
Allbritten, and its
president elect, Linda
Lester. Ms. Allbritten is
employed by Hurt,
Haverstock & Jones and
Linda Lester is employed
by Overbey &Overbey.
The division meeting
was highlighted by a
progem on "Wellness
and Working" presented
by John A. Logan, III,
M.D.
President Allbritten
gave a report on the

Sept. 26
10:00 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.

7th & Poplar Church of Christ
All ladies Welcome

activities of the Murray
Chapter. She stated that
the year was begun with
an orientation program
presented by Faye Wells,
C.P.S. Other programs
for the year WM include
n on-verbal
communication and legal
ethics for the secretary.
The next local meeting
of this Chapter will be
held on Monday,Sept. 21,
at 7:30 p.m. in the North
Office Community Room
of Peoples Bank.Speaker
for the program will be
David Graham,
Chairman, All Kentucky
City Committee who will
speak on "Murray: A
Model for the 80s."
All interested persons
are urged to attend, a
spokesman said.

Attended Nursery tor 5 years aryl oder
Morning Session: 10:00-11:30
"Happiness is..."

1

stan
resp
to
over
A
over
Poll

.Knowing God"
Morguerito Brooks
. Seeing Good"
Shirley Cleaver
Counting Our Blessings'
Becky Phillips
. . Praying Doily"
Janice Nix
Personal Thoughts
and Poems:- . . Fanny Thurmond, Leoh Evans

Noon Fellowsttip
Food will be furnished by ladies at 7th & Poplar

Afternoon Session: 1:00-2:30

Fielp Yourseff
To Happiness
Hoover
Living One Day At A. Time:. Law°
. Lindnad°
Patterson
. .Getting Our Priorities Straight Linda Bradshaw
. . Breaking the Alabaster Box . . Marcia Johnson
. Shoring Jesus With Others
Ann Morrow
. Being A Giver and Not a Getter. Lillian Steele

COME BE WITH US

"A Touch of Class"

SI
P1

By Rhonda McEnroe

Senior Citizen Menus
Are Listed For Week
The menus for the
Senior Citizens Centers
and Meals on Wheels for
the week of Sept. 21 to 25
have been released. ,
Meals are served at
11:45 a.m. at Hazel and at
12 noon at Douglas,'Monday through Friday, and
at 12 noon at Ellis Center
on Tuesday and Thursday. Meals are also sent
out each day.
The menus are as

follows:
Monday - beef stew
with tomatoes and carrots, whole kernel corn,
crackers, butter, applesauce, milk, coffee or
tea.
Tuesday - breaded
turkey fillet, hominy with
cheese sauce, cole slaw,
two slices of bread, butter, chocolate pudding,
apple, milk,coffee or tea.
Wednesday - chicken
livers with mushroom
gravy, mashed potatoes,
green beans, hot roll, butter, rice crispie bars,
peaches, milk, coffee or
tea.
Thursday - chicken
kish, spinach casserole,
tomato wedges, hot roll,
butter, red gelatin with
mixed fruit, orange,
milk,coffee or tea.
Friday - salisbury
steak in tomato sauce,
lima beans, summer
squash, hot roll, butter,
brown sugar brownie,
banana, milk, coffee or
tpsi

Rot.

Dru
me.
one
Dru
her

You are invited to meet Rhonda McEnroe in our gallery on Saturday,September 19th from
1 p.m. until 4:30 p.m., Rhonda is a well-known artist who resides in Owensboro,Ky.
The artist will be in Murray to promote the sale of her print, "A Touch of Class." The
painting was created for the Murray State Foundation, and proceeds from the sale will be
presented to the foundation and to the Tim McFnrne Scholarship Fund.
The Scholarship Fund was started by eight of Tim's friends in 1970 after his untimely
death while a senior at Murray State. The entire McEnroe family believe that this scholarship is a wonderful living memorial.
Each of us can contribute to this memorial by supporting the sale of "A Touch of class."
The print, signed only as $30.00, signed and numbered $40.00.
Following Rhonda's appearance in our gallery on September 19th, she will be the guest
of honor of Dr. Constantine Curris and members of the foundations board of trustees at a
reception in the art gallery in the University Center from 7 P.m. until 9 p.m,
In order to expedite the sale of the prints,"A Touch of Class," we offer 20 percent off the
regular price of framing.
Mark your calendar now! See Rhonda at one of these receptions and plan to support Murray States Foundation by contributing to the McEnroe Scholarship Fund.

Tennis (;rotap
Plans For Play
(ha Tuesday
Group C of the Ladies
Tennis of the Murray
Country Club will play on
Tuesday, Sept. 22, at 9:30
a.m.at the club.
The lineup is as
follows:
Court One - Carol
Waller, Deanna Parker,
Renee Wynn, and Debbie
Keller.
Court Two - Ann Uddberg, Cathy Young,'
Janice Howe, and
Margarita Marsden.
Court Three - labia
Paughn and Cathy Mattis

BLACKFORD HOUSE
GALLERY
Murray, Ky.

418 Main
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Gallery Schedules Art-O-Rama

ART-O-RAMA - Framers Gallery, Inc. will hold its Art-O-Rama grand opening
ceremony Monday, Sept. 21, through Friday, Sept. 25. The grand opening also
will introduce the first print pubished by Creative Galleries. With the print are
(from left) Dr. Charles Patterson, Betty Hinton and Lyle Underwood.

Survey Gets Strong No
By anybody's
standards, an 87 percent
response to a survey has
to be considered
overwhelming.
And just as
overwhelming to a recent
poll of Kentucky banks

was their emphatic NO!
to questions about
possible changes in state
banking structure.
The four-question
survey of Kentucky's 344
banks was conducted by
the state Legislative

BIKE WINNER — Becky Skinner, New
Concord, was the winner of the Wal-Mart Big K
Bike Giveaway on Labor Day. James Tallent
Store Manager of Wal-Mart Big K No. 664
presented Becky with her new bike.

Research Commission
for a legislative
subcommittee that is
studying changes it may
recommended to the 1982
General icssembly.
Responses came from 298
banks, and the results
were reported at the third
in a series of
subcommittee hearings
on those proposals, held
in Lexington.
Multibank holding
companies, which would
allow the same company
to own two or more
banks, got the highest
vote in the poll, yet only
90 banks favored such a
structure and 193 said no.
Of all the proposals under
consideration, multibank
holding companies offer
the best prospects for
legislative approval in
1982, according to
subcommittee members.
The other three
proposals included in the
survey were even more
firmly rejected by the
bankers. Statewide
branch banking got only
26 "yes" votes and 261
-no" votes; adjacentcounty branch banking
received 41 "yes" votes
and 240 "no" votes, and
branching within regions
of the state drew 34 "yes"
responses and 245 "no"
votes. Each question also
drew a handful of "no
opinion" responses.
Respondants were not
asked to identify their
banks or the size of their
banks.

The grand opening
celebration of Framers
Gallery, Inc., "West
Kentucky's cultural art
center," will be held
Monday, Sept. 21 through
Friday, Sept. 25, coowners Betty Hinton and
Sue Brown announced.
As part of the "Art-0Rama" festivities, noted
and award-winning
artists will appear
throughout the week at
the gallery, located in
The Village on U. S. 641
North.
Persons attending any
day of the grand opening
can register for original
and collectors prints to be
given away by each
artist. Winners of the
works will be announced
in the Oct. 3 edition of the
Murray Ledger & Times.
Those registering also
will *receive a free
Charles Patterson print.
Artists and the days
they appear include Julia
Winters and Harry
Cartwright, Monday; J.
C. Goodman, Kathy
Dowdy and Frances
Welles Wesley, Tuesday;
Patterson, Bob Dale
Green and Scott Shupe,
Wednesday; Donna
Richardson, Ann Crick,

Virginia Cummings and
Jan Anderson, Thursday;
and Tim Pafford and E.
R. McIntosh,Friday.
The artists will be
available to sign prints.
They also will discuss art
and will perform some
techniques of their trade.
Framers Gallery will
offer 10 percent discounts
on all art works and on all
framing orders during
the week.
With over 400 frames to
chose, the gallery is a
complete framery
specializing in creative
matting.
The full-service gallery
will "do what the people
need," Hinton said.
Picture frames and mats
can be changed, restored,
and redone at the shop.
A Framers Gallery
consulting service also
will work with interior
decorators on prints.
A former Murray State
University professor with
five art degrees and a
scenic designer, Hinton
has a broad background
in art. Brown is a
professor of the arts.
Hours of Framers
Gallery are from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. Monday through
Friday. Phone number is
753-0077.

Along with the "Art-0- Owned by Hinton,
Rama," the opening of Brown and Lyle and
Creative Galleries, a Jackie Underwood, the
publishing company that company will be
will publish and will help introduced with the print
promote the works of by Patterson.
artists in west Kentucky "We feel the need to
recognize local artists'
and west Tennessee.

,
1•14911
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HOLLAND RECEPTION - Artist Ken Holland was blowing his own horn, sort
of, during a reception Thursday for his new print,"The Friut We Bear." Holland
gave a demonstration on the bagpipes for Steve and Susan Courtney, Cadiz. The
reception was held at the Blackford House Gallery's new location at 418 Main St.

We at the
SERVICE AWARD — *alter Byars (left),
service manager of Trucks-Trailers-Buses, Inc.,
is presented with International Harvester
Company's Regional Service award for the
second consecutive year. Tom Hatfield, district
representative, made the presentation to TTB,
one of only two dealers in Kentucky to receive
the award for 1980. The plaque was inscribed,
"In keeping with our policy of recognizing
outstanding dealer performance, we are pleased
to announce your dealership as recipient of the
Regional Service Award for 1980."
KENTUCKY STOCKS
-0N-- THE MOVE LAST
WEEK: Market direction
was down. Largest
losses: Chi Chi'(OTC),to

the field of housing
management.
This review had to
show that the applicant
understood the
principles, methods, and
techniques of housing
management and that
she knew the resources

Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations
to
Framers Gallery, Inc.
Becky Skinner Nancy Ingram
Walter Byars Elizabeth G. Hill
Century 21

18'-2 from 20'13; General
Energy(OTC),to 36from-39; Jerrie()(OTC),to 20/
1
4 •
from 217,8. Biggest gain:
Dollar General (OTC), to
14',8 from 1334.

that are generally
available to deal with any
problems that may arise.
Murray Manor Limited
is a Section 236, federallysubsidized housing
complex that consists of
80 apartments. It was
constructed in 1974.
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you're
not made of

American and International Tra v e!time

Elizabeth G. Hill
attended a one week class
in Lexington for
orientation purposes
toward receiving her
certification.
Following the class,
Ms. Hill completed a
management review on
her complex which was
then evaluated by two
sources, one from a
specialist of the NCHNI
staff and the second by a
team Of protestdanals to
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Meade, 21st
JULIA WINTERS
NAStY CARTIVRIGNT

Call us for a quote on Great American
auto or homeowners insurance If
you re not made of money, a Great
American auto or homeowners
policy is made for you

t****************************
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Noted & Award Winning Artists Appearing Daily

These days no one is With prices
rising as fast as they are now it
makes good sense to save money
anywhere you can So look to your
insurance for possible savings

representing

0

•

In Murray, West Kentucky's
Cultural Art Center
Monday September 21 thru Friday 25th
Doily 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

money!

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880

Now-tows dilemmas fads
after a WELCOME W1411111 call.
As year Illostoss, It's my job is bolp you make tho
most of your nee aitigliborbood. Sin sboppiag areas.
Coardelly opportualtios. Special Orestes's. Lots
08 iasts to save yew time aid mossy.
Phis a basket of gifts for yaw family.
I'll be !estimate for ys.r gall.
eicome 11 von
Mary Hamilton 7534579
e King 4924348

it,

WINS AWARDS — Local Century 21 office captured 15 awards at Century 21
Sales Rally held at the Executive Inn, Evansville. Century 21 Loretta Jobs,
Realtors received awards for regional, council, monthly and quarterly
achievements. Loretta Jobs, broker, stated," I'm very proud of my dedicated
staff and what they have been able to accomplish in today's market place".
Pictured above (from left) are Frankie McNutt, Loretta Jobs,Judy Johnston, B.
J. Berrill, Marie Hicks and Chuck Woods. Other members of the Century 21 staff
are Jim Williams. Wilma Schmitt, Brenda Jones and Pat Saylors.

For all your Travel Reservations Call

Getting settled
made simple.

•dlIMA`

•

Hill Gets Certification
'WIN YOUR DRUTHERS' - Nancy Ingram,
Route 2„Murray, was the grand prize winner in the
"Win Your Druthers" contest, sponsored by
Druther's Restaurant. Ingram will receive one free
meal every week for a year. In addition, 100 other
one-meal prizes were awarded. Ken Asher,
Druther's manager, presented informed Ingram of
herprize.
/***************************

*

•

NCHM Makes Announcement

The National Center for
Housing Management in
Washington, D.C.
recently informed
Elizabeth G. Hill that she
had met all the
requirements for the
award of Certified
Housing Manager. She is
the resident manager of
Murray Manor Limited
on Diuguid Road and has
been for the past five
years.
Last October, Mrs. Hill

talents," Hinton said.
Creative Galleries will
work with various groups
concerning funa-raising
activities.
The company will
continue to look for new
talent to promote.

Weikeedry 23r41
CURSES PATTERSON
ROI DALE GREEN
SCOTT SWUM

Teem* Med
C GOODMAN
KATHY DOWDY
TRANCES WILLS WESLIY

DONNA RICIIAROSON
ANN CRICK
VIRGINIA CUMMINGS
1AN ANDERSON
hides TS*
T1M FARMED
I It
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Grand Opening Specials

IL

753-8353
901 Sycamore St.
Murray, Ky.

Register For Originals And Collector Prints
To Be Given Away By Each Participating Artist

GIZA/ MOWN
,,..,...m

10 00 Off All
Framing Orders
(Purchased Here or Brought In)

10 00 Off All
Works of Art

(4•J AM.I A

KING-LANDOLT
"Personal Service pots is owl feast... com• peve Rotes keep 1111 Thee

Winners Will Be Announced Sat. Oct. 3, 1981
In the Murray ledger 8 Times
Everyone Who Registers Will Receive a
Frei Chafes Patterson Prim
641 N. Murray
-The Village '
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Religious News
.1INNEAPOLIS CAP) — Most
Lutherans favor uniting into
Ingle denomination, according
te a broad-scale poll.
(if 18,405 Lutherans responding
.4 conventions last spring, 14,308
,,f them, a 64o-1 majority, favor
Iperger of three Lutheran church
k1ies. Only 2,303 opposed it, the
rest being undecided.
The results were announced this
eek at a meeting of a joint unity
,immittee of the Lutheran
-hurch in America, the America
' 3theran Church and the
. .:sociation of Evangelical
.theran Churches.
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
'th anniversary of the death of
' Ines A. Garfield, the only
mister to serve as U.S.
.sident, comes this Saturday. A
Iristian Church (Disciples of
•rist) preacher, Garfield was
sassinated in 1:•:1 only a few
onths after he took office.
MARLOWE, N.C. (AP)
lly Graham, whose evangelistic
sociation has been running a
icit. says response to his

special appeal for contributions
has been so good the deficit may
be eliminated by year's end.
He says the ministry's income
last year amounted to nearly $50
million, up $10.5 million over 1979,
but that soaring expenses,
particularly for television time,
had brought a $2.5 million deficit
as of last May.
He made an appeal to
supporters in July.
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
US. Catholic Conference, action
agency of the nation's Roman
Catholic bishops, is launching a
massive letter-writing campaign
to Congress urging action on
tuition tax-credit legislation.
In a message to state and
diocesan Catholic school leaders,
Edward Anthony, head of the
USCC educational assistance
office, urged them to encourage
parents, teachers and others to
write letters to congressmen
calling for immediate enactment
of tuition-credit legislation.
"It is up to the private sch000l
community to get the message
across about how important this
issue is," Anthony says.
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Today In History
11111
Today is Saturday, Sept. 19, the
262nd day of 1981. There are 103
days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:

G444krURIC

til
Looking Back
10 Years Ago

Mrs. Sue Nell Robinson, 32,
Route 1, Buchanan, Tenn., was
killed this morning in a two car accident on Highway 69, south of
Paris, Tenn. Five other persons
were injured.
M-Sgt. Bobby G. Steele, son of
The Editor,
future resale values, since one Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Steele, is now
Before I get into the subject, let
must disclose these things up front on duty at Richards-Gebauer Air
le first congratulate the entire
(not done to us cif course) 2) Force Base,Missouri.
„aff on the success in issuing a
willingness to .'"est much in
'ally paper without interruption
fertilizer etc. to upgrade the land
ince the Uwe.We have nothing but
3) future growth since building is
The 100th Division will report to
,reat admiration for your entire
prohibited.
Chaffee, Ark.,instead of Fort
Fort
.taff...
The broker, who stands to earn Polk, La., on Oct. 1. Many local
The subject I am writing about
a rather substantial commission, men are in the division recalled to
lay be ofsome generalinterest in
failed to disclose this ownership active service.
rat many people own land that in
reduction (he claims not to have
Deaths reported include Calvin
irt is affected by what is
known it) or to explain it and Adams, 83, Zack Elkins, 86, and
"flowage
as
a
)parently known
subsequently pooh-poohed it, as
1.sement".
being of little consequence to us as
It is a right acquired by the TVA
buyers. Furthermore we spent
round 1941 for a little bit of considerable time and effort and
loney (even then) to forbid
money on long distance calls to
A 12-man volunteer fireman
dilding within the floodlines and
discover what this easement was,
have the right to flood the its extent and meaning. Perhaps it squad was authorized Sept. 17
-operty between Dec. 1 and May
would be worthwile to draw more when the Murray City Council met
, which means for a full half
public attention to this easement, in special session with the
-ar. There is no mention of
which to our opinion is far from primary purpose being to accept
mpensation for lost crops.
"routine"(like a utility easement the new fire truck. J. C. Maupin,
We were. in the process of for example)and very material to veteran volunteer fireman, was
dying what was purported to be the landvalues. The selected as chief.
A total of 1345 students are
arm-land of great promise."
disappointment that our discovery
Though nothing grew on it since now causes to us, after spending enrolled in classes on the campus
ears and water was visible unnecessary monies on three trips of Murray State College for the
verywhere. After many long from Calif., and to the sellers who
istance phone calls and thanks to are of age and had banked on an.
'le TVA in Paris,Tenn, we finally orderly progress of the
• )und out what it meant and that transactions is very great. Honest
Harold Van Winkle of Perry
1 percent of this land is covered disclosure, required by law, would
County,
Ind., has purchased the
y this major reduction in have avoided all of this. 4
newspaper, The West Kentuckian,
.vnership rights. The impact is
Sincerely,
from 0.J. Jennings.
nvious on such things as: 1)
A.E. Denhaan
The Murray Training School
opened Sept. 15 under the
direction of Carman M. Graham,
principal. An enrollment of 340
was recorded.
earEditor,
Deaths reported this week
The Murray Calloway County who have so generously include William H. Egman, 89, J.
-;enior Citizens was organized in purchased advertising to make H. Churchill, 81, Leo Vincent
'972. In 1975 it was incorporated as this Cookbook possible. And a big Haag, 55, Mrs. Martha Ann
.1 non-profit corporation. The thanks to all who contributed the Mohundro, 70, J. N. Humphrey,
Jurpose of the organization is to delicious recipes in our first 89,and James M. Wilson,84.
ender those services to the "Grandma's Cookbook." And a U.Col. Charles H.Farris,son of
.11der1y that they might not very special thanks to Lillie Albert Farris of Browns Grove,
otherwise receive in order to keep Farris, Erma Lovett, Pearlene has been promoted to the rank of
:hem happy and as independent as Gordon and Minnie Schrader who colonel in the Infantry Reserve.
possible. To try to reveal to them gave so generously of their time Charles Farmer,son of Mr. and
that there are those who care and and energy to work with the Mrs. C. V. Farmer, received his
Cookbook representative to Master of Music Degree on Sept.8
card off entering a nursing home
.. _ secure the advertisements herein. from
the American Conservatory
ur home for the elderly.
Thank You,
of Music in Chicago,Ill.
Telephone reassurance and
Tripp Thurman,Ex. Director
Births reported this week
information and referral is given
Murray Calloway County Senior
to all who ask. Three paid Area
Directors transport the elderly to Citizens
the doctor, the hospital, beauty
This edition of The Ledger &
shops, barber shops, visits to
Times is printed on the new web
loved ones at nursing homes,-the
press which has been in the
banks, the Postoffice etc. On
process of being installed in our
Fridays those who do not have
plant during the past two weeks,
transportation are taken grocery
By Ken Wolf
according to Joe T. Lovett, editor.
shopping,
In his book on popular culture It is a special edition with 14 pages
At the Douglas and Ellis Centers
in Murray and the Hazel Center in published nearly thirty years ago, in three sections as a welcome to
Hazel, Kentucky, a well balanced Leo Gurko (Heroes, Highbrows the Murray State College students
meal is served at noon Monday and the Popular Mind, 1953) and faculty.
Deaths reported include W. R.
through Friday. For those unable pointed out that ideas and
to come to the meal sites, the intellectuals are often suspect, for Ferguson, 78, Mrs. George Angel,
38, and Miss Igna Foar Leine.
' meals on wheels" program surprisingly different reasons.
On the one hand, conventional
One of the largest liquor
sponsored by this organization
delivers the same meals to homes wisdom has it that learning can manufacturing outfits ever
in the city and county. Emphasis make us timid and insecure; it discovered in Western Kentucky
is given to each person who can "make men impotent, women was found on Sept. 15 a mile from
requires a special diet. No charge sexless and people in general the mouth of Blood River. Three
men were arrested and three
is made for any meals though mousy and withdrawn."
But on the other hand, more are sought.
donations are accepted. An
W. J. Caplinger, superintendent
average of 1150 meals per month according to Gurko's analysis,
are served to the elderly at the intellectuals strike many of the Murray City Schools, said
Americans as glib charlatans. In 184 students are in the high school
.i
..... Cr)ngregate Sites, and
proximately 1000 meals per the 19th century, the "Perfessor" and 375 in grades one through
eight at Murray High School.
onth are delivered to the homes VMS a:
Abnormally hot September
Glib, fraudulent creature who
in the city and county.
Senior Citizens have regular appeared at carnivals and festive weather pushed the thermometer
meetings two days per week at anniversaries to sell hair tonic, up to 97 on Sept. 15 and 16. Sept. 10
two of the Centers where they quick success, and brand-new was a record breaker with a
participate in Arts and Crafts, sexual potency to the common maximum of 98 degrees recorded.
Marriages announced this week
' games and blood pressure checks. folks...Perferor...was a title of
. Also, professionals present respect for an itinerant wizard include Helen Hughes to Edwin
.programs on legal, health, who robbed the people by sheer Brown,Sept. 13, Margaret Barnes
to Herbert Serfey Crittendon,
nutrition and other topics of power of language.
At
alas,
today's
salaries,
Sept.
4, Ruby Pool to Dewey
__interest.
.
We of the Murray Calloway "Perfessors" aren't robbing Parks, Aug. 29, and Mabel
anyone. Some things, at least, do McDougal to Hillarri Rogers,Sept.
County Senior Citizens, Inc. would
5.
'like to thank all of our merchants change with time.

otters To The Editor

Flowage Easement

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Enoch of
Murray Route 4 will celebrate
their 50th wedding anniversary on
Sept. 26 with an open house at
their home. They were married
Sept.26, 1921.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr.and Mrs. Frankie Underhill,a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. James Alan
Davis, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.

Chuck Rounds and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Gene Rickman, all on
Sept. 15.
Mrs. Don Keller, past president
of the Murray Woman's Club,
spoke at the meeting of the Hazel
Woman's Club held Sept. 16. "The
Purpose of Federation" was the
theme of her talk. Mrs. Gerald
Ray is the club president.

20 Years Ago

Mrs. Ray (Bulah)Treon.
Church, has bee appointed as the
Army Specialist Four Richard first full time pastor of the church.
L. Scarberry, son of Mrs. lVfayme
Officers of the Music DepartF. Alton, is serving in Grafen- ment of the Murray Woman's Club
wohr,Germany.
are Mrs. Josiah Darnall, 0. B.
The Rev. Martin Mattingly, Boone, Jr., David Gowans, and
minister of the St. Leo's Catholic James Lassiter.

30 Years Ago

fall semester, according to Mrs. Sept. 2.
Guy Billington attended the anCleo Gillis Hester,registrar.
While the mobile x-ray unit was nual convention of the National
in Murray on Sept. 5, 6, 7, 10, and Association of Insurance Agents
11, a total of 3736 persons were held at Chicago,Ill., last week.
registered.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles N. Johnson,
Sept. 12, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Loyd Arnold,Sept. 12, and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. James Grooms,

_
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Brown's Grove, Kentucky
include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Lee Anderson,Sept. 12.
Marriages announcedthis week
include Dortha Mae Broach to C.
W. Jones on Aug. 31, Kathryn
Hicks to Jerry Schultz on Aug. 30,
and Mary Catherine Morris to J.
P. Wicker on Sept. 13.
W. B. Bedwell was honored at a'
dinner at his home in celebration
of his 65th birthday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Munday and
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Hughes
attended the baseball game
between the Brooklyn Dodgers
and the St. Louis Cardinals on
Sept. 14 at St. Louis, Mo.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Graham are
visiting their daughter, Mrs.
Myers Sherman and Mr.Sherman
of Cleveland, Ohio.
John Adams is manager and
Eddie Cagle is meat cutter at the
Murray Ford Market.

50 Years Ago

'

By Judy Maupin

Echoes

40 Years Ago

Senior Citizens

In 1870, the French surrendered
Versailles to Germany in the
Franco-Prussian War.
In 1955, Argentine President
Juan Peron was ousted from
office after revolts by the army
and navy.
In 1970, Palestinian
reinforcements entered Jordan
from Syria to fight against King
Hussein's army.
In 1978, Egypt's cabinet
approved unanimously President
Sadat's Camp David agreement to
sign a peace treaty with Israel
within three months.
Ten years ago: Narcotics
agents seized $400 million worth of
heroin concealed in a car
unloaded from the ocean liner
"Queen Mary"in New York.
Five years ago: Rhodesia's
prime minister, Ian Smith, met
with U.S.Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger in Pretoria, South
Africa.
One year ago: One worker died
and more than 20 were injured
when an uhderground nuclear
missile silo exploded in
Damascus, Ark. The blast
occurred when a workman
dropped a tool, punctdring the
missile's fuel tank.
Today's birthdays: Supreme
Court Justice Lewis Powell is 74
years old. Former Defense
Secretary Harold Brown is 54.
Baseball star Joe Morgan is 38.
Thought For Today: Anything
that makes noise is satisfactory to
a crowd. — Charles Dickens,
English novelist(1812-1870).

Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Raleigh Kelly, Sept.
5.
The Murray Woman's Club held
its general meeting at the home of
Mrs. W. S. Swann with the
president, Mrs. W. H. Mason,
presiding. .
Marine Estelle Duncan,
daughter of. Mr. and Mrs. D. F.
Duncan of Lynn Grove, has been
re-elected as grade 3B instructor
at Whittier High School, Paducah.
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Today I am reproducing a short
historical narrative about
Brown's Grove which was written
and produced in 1912 by Billy
Singleton, It was sent to me by a
very kind man in the county, Mr.
Taz Rogers. It also got to me the
day before the fire at the Ledger,
s0 I'M sure Mr. Rogers doesn't
even know (until now) that I
actually received it and that it
didn't get destroyed in the blaze.
The entire title of this piece is
"Visit Brown's Grove, Kentucky,
the Busiest Little Town in Western
Kentucky."
"It would be useless for the
writer to merely state here that
Brown's Grove is one of the best
business points in Western
Kentucky, for this is a conceded
fact and is generally known
throughout this portion' of tilet
state. The town has the following
busineiis concerns: O.H. Wilson,
general merchandise; J. B.
Jordan •& 'Co., general
merchandise; E. W. Howard,
miller; Smith dr Singleton, millers
and blacksmiths; LI V. Charlton,
general merchandise, Brown &
Hudspeth,general merchandise.
"These firms carry stocks of
goods that would make merchants
of the large cities 'sit up and take
notice,' and the low prices asked
draws customers to this point
from a radius of many miles
trubitary to this territory. They
Come,and when they get here they
buy.
"Brown's Grove is a pretty
place and is inhabited by some of
the best people on earth. Mr. J. H.
Brown established the first
business in the town some 24 years
ago, and it was named for him. It
Is on the dividing line of Graves
and Calloway Counties, the larger
portion being in Calloway.
"It stands 11 miles west of
Murray and 14 miles southeast of
Mayfield. It has one church, the
Christian, with a large
membership. Elder W. E. Morgan
is the pastor. Two good schools
are near here — Antioch, in
Graves and the Chunn graded
school, in Calloway. It is a
splendid place to educate your
children.
purchased around here at from
$50 to $75 per acre, and it is as
productive as can be found
anywhere. The town furnishes a
ready market for most everything

raised on the farm, the highest
prices obtainable always
prevailing.
"You are invited to come and
dwell among us, and any
information desired regarding
this section will be cheerfully
given by the enterprising firma
represented herein. The writer
found Brown's Grove just as a
traveling man us it was, 'one of
the busiest and best little towns in
the country.'
"O.H. Wilson, Merchant and
Postmaster. The store and
business of Mr.0. H. Wilson is one
'of the largest in Calloway.County
and will compare favorably with
the big department stores of the
larger cities. Four buildings are
used for the display of this
mammoth stock as follows: for
dry goods, a room 18:50 feet; for
clothing and hats (annex), 18x30
feet; for groceries, 16x50 feet; for
furniture,18x60 feet.
.
"In addition to these, shed
rooms have been placed at the
rear for heavy goods, Nei, Etc.
The stock embraces dry goods,
shoes, hats, clothing, millinery,
groceries, queensware, furniture,
hardware, farming implements,
Homestead fertilizer, patent
medicine, and stoves. He is the
exclusive dealer in the New Royal
sewing machine and Star brand
shoes.
"He takes measures for tailor
made clothing, representing the.
best concerns in the country, and
can get your suit to order within
two weeks'time from getting your
measure.
"Mr. Wilson succeeded the firm
of Brown,Jordan & Co.,some four
years ago. He came to this place
from Crossland, Kentucky, where
he was engaged in general
merchandittng for 17 years. Being
actively engaged in
merchandising for 21 years is of
great value to customers, for this
enables him to buy goods at close
figures and he can afford to sell
them at low prices.
Next week, we will continue
with the rest of this information on
the town of Brown's Grove as it
was in 1912. Please note the
reference to Crossland, it
evidently was a thriving
community at that time, in
comparison to its peaceful rural
scene today.
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. Cholce- Of
Colors

What kind of day will tomorrow be? To fled out what the
stars say, read the forecast
givesfee year birth Sign.
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The Saving Place se

SUNDAY
THRU
TUESDAY

(Sept.23 Oct.72) Arli
You're perceptive, but
others may not take kindly to
advice. Curb extravagance. If
traveling,know when to speak
and when to be silent.
SCORPIO
(Ocin to Nov.21)
Research and private study
are favored. Gather your facts
before trying to convince
others. Avoid arguments
aboutfinancial matters.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22to Dec.21) .4
A dome friend wants to
socialize. Be willing to accommodate this person. Friends
are helpful, but partners may
be restless or edgy.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22to Jan. 19) Nit Wf
New career ideas are worth
pursuing, but you may get
bogged down in their execution. Don't try so hard that you
lose the benefit of instinct
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20to Feb. 18)
Don't try to make the party
last forever. Have a good
time, but accent moderation.
Children have fun, at first,
then become overexcited.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Be gracious with in-laws.
New domestic thoughts are
worthwhile, but other family
members may have reaervadons.Give them time to think.
YOU BORN TODAY are in-

s

srpirintwr V+ 1941

Frames brake

ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) l'Az4
Though you'll enjoy rapport
with doe Ws,it's still best to
defer decisions about joint
financial matters. Avoid nervous tension.
TAURUS
1 16i7
(Apr.20to May 20) :
Income should improve
now, but extravagant tendencies need curbing. Find lesscostly ways to have good
times. Romance is in doubt.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Downplay ego and utilize
creative potential. You'll
reach an understanding with a
child or loved one. Don't waste
your talents.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) e(C)
Discuss your problems with
an understanding relative.
Dont dwell on the past. Selfanalysis helps you plan wisely
for the future.
LEO
(July 23to Aug.22) 4124;gt
You'll impress others now.
You're able to resolve a problem with a friend. Have a
good time, but don't scatter
energies.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 toSept.72)
You'll lay the groundwork
for an important career
development, but don't expect
Immediate results. Financial
ts are improving.

•

•

20% OFF
Our Regular Low Price

Ft.

Our Reg.96C-1.17
Tailored Nylon Briefs
briefs
Misses and 'lull figure
shield.
cotton
with

NOW IN STOCK

FILM
•
•
DEVELOPING
•
•
SPECIALS
•

"TWO EACH"
FocallKodacolor ire
DEVELOP and PRINT

We've got you covered with fantastic savings on all our in-stock blankets. Save on
regular and thermal weaves. Electric and sheet blankets, too! Many colors, sizes.

SPECIAL!
First Set of Prints
At Regular Price
(Including film
devolopIng)

3-ply
Skein

Readout

FEDERAL

Socond SIN

Ac

Only nr

Each

•C-41 PROCESS FILMS ONLY
DOES NOT APPLY TO REPRINTS
Inquire about
our "on time"
won**

Our Reg.5.17

nte•V•

Acetate
Satin
Cover

lox Of
50
Our Reg. 13.88

01/1 C•01•1•1111•111
••••11•01.10. 0•10
,
.
',wpm. 04••••••••••• we MY
lore •••••••• ••••
••••• a ••••111m.
Wm
11•1.1
11.4.•
am,.••
.00.00 0
wad..••0•••rob.%Arm
so ••••

Sale Price

3

For II
Heavy Rug Yarn
Dacron' polyester 16
oz.': 70 yards Save'

Standard-size Pillow
Our 6.17, Queen Size 5.37
Our 7.67, King Size ..6.37

•P4,0_.wt • DueOnt Reg TM
FATED flOTTOM

29.88 soy.
Tore 10-Inc
Electric Chain Sow
Designed for improved balance,
angle cutting. Heavy-duty
motor. Hand guard.

50

Our Reg.64C

Limit 2

2Prs.1313°

Box
Reg. 1.18
ErsOur

Comfort-top Knee HI's

Glad'SandWich Bags

Pp Your Choice
Ea.
▪
Plastic Containers

Nylon/spandex. Wide
band at top. Basic shades.

Pleated-bottom bags
of clear polyethylene_

12-qt. bucket or 20-qt.
wastebasket. Colors.

TO

1313.
22-oz' Lux'Liquid
Long-lasting suds for
dishwashing. Save now!
•tL oz.

)(4Q'

6.001

_

Kodak'
Color Film
For Kodak'
instant
cameras

tuitive and intellectual, but
may have difficulty reconciling throe qualities. Though
you work well in partnership,
at times you can be aloof. Rise
above a self-critical attitude
and listen to the promptings of
your intuition. You're empathetic and can easily relate
to the problems of others. You
wort best when inspired.
Don't let a need for material
security keep you from taking
-a dime on your dreams.
You'll have success in such
=dive arms as acting,
editing, writing, painting and
music.

Umit 2
4-fl. Oz.

C5200

Sale Price

K mart*
Sale Price
Less Factory
-2.00
Rebate
Your Net
Cost After
Factory
Rebate
Curling Iron/Brush

10.97

Sale Price

115.97

Tangle-free bristle
design. 2 heat settings.

Irish Spring' Soap

Oil Of Olay Lotion

Effective double-deodorant soap Save

Luxuriate in a light.
non-greasy formula

QUALITY PARTS AND SERVICE
SPECIALS THRU SATURDAY
ON chomp,(up to 5 qty
K malt' 10W40 motor
oil)
2 Instal 1 K man* brand
oil fitter
3 Chassis lubrIcotion (IltTinos ektra)

1

V

LIGHTER WINGS
FOR THE ROAD
CHICAGO (AP) —
Light "wings" are
helping a French car
save gas on the road. A
lighter "bonnet and boot"
also he_12:„.../
The wings (side body
panels) and bonnet and
boot(hood and trunk)are
terms used in Europe to
describe parts of cars
now being made of plastic
rather than metal.
Dave Siler of BorgWarner Chemicals says
an experimental car in
France is using more
thermoplastics and says
some predictions indicate
that by 1965,40 percent of
the car's exterior body
parts will be made of
plastic.
The experimental
model saved some 295
pounds _ of weight by
substituting .plastic for
steel, which helped
reduce fuel consumption
by 26 to 21 percent, Slier

7 DAY
TIRE SALE
4-PLY
WHITEWALLS

IMMO. Fr..
ROOK••••••••
11100 0111•041
•
Protege Adj.son.n.
IN•rrenty

Sole Price

SY

8'88 Ea'
H.D.Shock
Installed
Heavy-duty. In
sizes for many
U.S. cars.

Our Reg. 37.76- A78x13

0P.

••••

101:0•100

8.88
For

011,1Ambe And
Filter Special
many cars and
light trucks Save.
Resistor Plugs,ea., 690

Our Reg.58.88

42.88

411-mo.Battery
installed
Battery for
many U S. cars.
light trucks

111 4C=11 v
T 1 -IF

WOW

adasaand aerates win

RAVING

Plus F.E.T. 1.58 Each
"78" series tread design and 7 multisiped
• tread ribs Mounting included Save'
All Tires Plus F.I.T Ia -• No Trade-in Required

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray. Ky.
Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd.!Mayfield, Ky.
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Murray High Notches First Win Of Season
By KEN WALKER
Chants of "One down,
four to go," "One down,
four to go," emanated
from the Murray High
Tigers' locker room at Ty
Holland Stadium last
night after the team's
first win of the year a 35-0
conquest of Fulton City.
The chants referred to
the Tigers' goal of
winning all five of their
district games this year,
a not-impossible task
considering the
reclassification of
Murray that placed the
Tigers in Class A
competition with the
small schools, like Fulton •
City.
"I'm just glad we
finally got the ball across
the goal line," a happy
Tiger coach John Hina
said of his team, which
had been outscored 81-3 in
its first three games.
"I'm proud of the
victory, and it was really
special, considering it
MURRAY HIGH Quarterback David McCuiston (15) cocks to fire% pass downfield. The Tigers defeated
was our first district
game," Hina continued. Fulton City 35-0.
David Denham added Stephon Reed four kicked away a pitchout
But i.n really happy four of his 12 passes for 49
that we got into the yards and ran the ball the extra point, the first straight times to get the from raldwell. Crawford
scoring column and the seven times for 31 yards. of his five straight ball to the one, senior picked up the loose ball at
McCuiston gave successful PAT's in the fullback Craig Crawford the Bultidog 25, and
win column."
plowed his way into the scampered all the way
The Tigers were Murray all the points contest.
Murray's second score end zone to give Hina's untouched to make it 21-0
bolstered by the return of they would need when he
starting quarterback scored on a keeper from of the game was set up squad a 14-4) lead.
and effectively put the
Crawford also scored game out of reach for
David McCuiston, who nine yards out midway when senior defensive
missed last week's 40-4) through the first quarter. end Jeff Cartwright Murray's next TD, but it Coach Wayne Lohaus'
loss to Fort Campbell The 155-pound junior recovered a fumble by was of quite a different extremely undersized
after a lawn mower showed plenty of agility Fulton City's variety. Crawford was on and outmanned team.
accident. In his three on the TD run, with quarterback, Jason defense for the Tigers
That 21-0 score held up
quarters of action, several twists and, turns Caldwell, at the Bulldog when Fulton City until halftime. Then, in
21. After the Tigers ran halfback Arch Hatfield the third quarter, the
McCuiston completed on his way to paydirt.

Torre's Fatherly Advice To Brooks
Pays Off As Mets Win Over St. Louis
After third baseman 8-1 victory over the
Hubie Brooks made two National League Easterrors against the leading St. Louis
Philadelphia Phillies Cardinals.
Thursday night, New
"After yesterday, I just
York Mets Manager Joe wanted to produce, to
Torre took him aside for a drive in some runs. I'm
bit of fatherly advice.
glad I did," said Brooks,
"I talked to Hubie who admitted he was
privately before tonight's "down" after Thursday
game," said Torre. "You night's 3-2 loss to the
have to do that with a Phillies.
young player. He's very
In other NL games,
aggressive and he knows Montreal walloped
there are going to be days Chicago 11-0; Cincinnati
when he'll be edged 'Los Angeles 5-4;
embarrassed. He's a San Francisco beat
rookie but he doesn't play Houston 5-2; Atlanta
like one - he can bounce blanked San Diego 3-0
back from adversity." ' and Pittsburgh tripped
The talk paid dividends Philadelphia 7-6.
Friday night as Brooks
Brooks' triple
bounced back to deliver a highlighted a four-run
two-run triple and an RBI first inning and his RBI
single as the Mets took an single came in another

Missouri Has Lead
In MSU Golf Tourney
The University of
Missouri leads by 11
strokes after the first 36holes of play in the 17th
annual Murray State Golf
Tournament.
Western Kentucky
University is in second
glace in the tourney,
deing played at the
Murray Country Club
course.
Racer golfer Chris
Edholm was the
individual leader as
today's final 18-holes

began. Edholm put
together rounds of 71 and
70 Friday for his 141 total.
The five-man Missouri
team had an aggregate
score of 587. Western's
team used 598 strokes and
Eastern Kentucky was
third at 600. Murray
State's two teams were in
fifth place (Blue team,
602) and sixth place (Gold
team, 603) in the 12-team
field.
The final round was
slated to begin at 8 a.m.
today.

Murray High School
Athletic Booster Club
Meeting
Mon., Sept 21-7 p.m
M H S Cafeteria
• Review of all sports by the coaches
• Plans for the coming year discussed

four-run outburst in the
eighth. Doug Flynn also
knocked in three runs for
the Mets, two with a
single in the eighth.
Ed Lynch, 4-3, gained
his first victory in four
starts against the
Cardinals with relief help
from Jesse Orosco, who
posted his first save of the
season. St.Louis starter
Bob Shirley, 5-4, lasted

All Parents and interested supporters urged to attend

three in gaining his first
shutout of the season. He
was able to coast after-the Expos scored 11 runs
in the first four innings.
Doug Bird, 4-4, was the
loser.
Johnny Bench
slammed a two-run pinch
homer with one out in the
ninth inning to lift
Cincinnati over Los
Angeles.

pass from backup
quarterback Mark
Boggess to Ronnie Pace,
who was all alone in the
Fulton City end zone.
That Tiger scoring drive
was set up by Boggess'
second interception of the
game, one of four
interceptions thrown by
Bulldog passers in the
contest.
"Tonight was the first
night we've really had a
healthy defensive
secondary all year,"
Hina said in praise of

Boggess and the other
Tiger defensive backs.
"Mark certainly looked
good back there."
"Hopefully, we've
gained some confidence
in our ability," the Tiger
mentor added. "We still
did some things wrong,
but we'll strive to
improve on this game."
Next week, the Tigers
travel to Fulton County
for another district game,
and perhaps a chance to
shout "Two down, three
to go."

MOVI
(20) mai

RO4

Na

HURDLE - Craig Crawford (32) leaps over teammate Randy Halley (20)
in this action in Murray High's 35-0 win Friday.
Staff Photos By Jennie Gordon

SCOREBOARD
Kentucky High School Football
By The Asticated Prow
Tbmiday Games
Claiterdle. Tenn 21, Christian Ca 14
Lex Hem Clay X. Richmond Madison 6
Mao Gomm
Ashland X,Montgomery Co
Barboursville W Vi 3, Hamelin
Beth Co.Flemmg Co 6
Bee:hyoid 34, Nicholas Co 13
Belfry IS, WiUiwouWVa 1
Belem $4. Lewis Carty X
Boyle Co. X.Harrodsburg X
Breathitt Co 21, Morgan Co 12
Bailin Central X,Oldham Co 901
Butler Co 34, Allem Co 13
Ca/dwell Co II, Trigg Co 15
CaBoway Ca 14. lenr Oak 6
Campbell Co 3,Erlanger Scott 1
Carroll Co. X, Anderson Co 1
Caverns 15, Metcalfe Ca 1
Cawood IS, Cumberland 0
Clark Co. 12, Jenramme Co 601
Cholas Co.6, Camille 0
Cathie X,Glasgow 0
Dosirille 24, Humid Co 6
Dayton 23,Trimble Co 1
Ott Heights X,Simon Kenton 12
Foal Carter X. Lawrence Co 7

Edmonton Co. 33, Barren Co X 201
Elkhorn City 46,Fleming-Neon 0
Ertmnger Lloyd 32, Covington !Salines 14
Estill Gs 7, Mercer Co 6
Fort Campbell 40, Hancock Co 0
Fort Gay, W Va. 56, Phelps 0
Fart Knox 14, West Hardin 0
Fart Thamiu Highlands 25, Boone Co 0
Fraitfort 9. Franklin Co 6
Franklm-Sanpson 12, Warren East 0
Flaw Ca. 21, Greenville 0
Grayson Co. 13. Ohio Co 10
Harlan 50, Lane Jack 30
Hart Co.6, Adatr Co 3
Hazard 14, MC Napier 0
Heath 51, Ballard Memorial 0
Henderson Co 27, Owensboro Catholic 301
Henry Co X,Enunence 6
Hoplonsville X,Warren Central 14
Knott Central 21, Clay al 2007
Lex Bryan Station 27, Lou Pleasure Ridge Park
lex Lafayette M.laurel Co 0
Lincoln Co 43, Evarts
1 to Ballard 17, Lou Eastern 0
Lou Bishop David 219 Lou.Valley 0

Baseball Standings
By no Asisclaitd Peso
hood Bid d Seam
AMMAN LEAGUE
EAST
• L
Pd. GB
Milwaukee
23 16
Sc
Detail
22 16
573
4
Bat=
21 IS
5111
1
z-New York
27 IS
Sc
I
Bakrnore
▪ 111
Sc
I4
Toronto
i 7 IS
411
4
(levelled
IS 30
474
44
WEST
Kansas illty
21 15
Sc
x•Oakhod
I1 17
214
Illommota
13 19
Sc
Taus
15 II
43
7
416
Climp
15 23
Setae
14 23
371
1
Cailania
12 21
343
3
drnmo whiner
IPTIdays Gomm
Now York 6, Balm 4
Wiwi= 5, Baltimore 1
TaniI, Collateral
Mead k Detroit 4
Oakland 16, Clomp $
bIllomote Tam 3
Wass City I, &NUM 3
20104ers Gam
Caliendo 1113 $11 at Tombs (Cher?
3-N)
Detroit Petry 197 al (leveled (9y.
air 114)
Oakland landlord 441 M Chlrago
(lamp 841
Na, Tort Gizedry 114) it Baton Tor
nis 141
bantam (Miss 1141 at askannre
(13.11or1imm 1341 )o4
Illoasoob (Judas 34) st Taos

HI (s)

c-om of Fulton Coty foothnll Time to he

just one-third of an
inning.
Expos 11, Cubs0
Gary Carter drove in
three runs with a pair of
singles to support Scott
Sanderson's five-hit
pitching and Montreal
took advantage of four
Chicago errors to trounce
the Cubs.
Sanderson, 9-6, struck
out eight and walked

Tigers' little-used senior
fullback Ken Murphy got
into the act. Murphy, who
gained 100 yards on nine
carries in the game,
broke off a 51-yarder on
the second play from
scrimmage in the second
half. 12 plays later, he
scored from two yards
away to give Murray
High a 28-0 margin.
Murphy gained 81 of his
100 rushing yards in the
third quarter alone.
The final TD of the
game came on a 23-yard

Ramo CIty 1101411 141
(laallia 24)(III

liddirs dam
Collard' d faiada
Naw Yet al MON
d
M Omit/
Odkad d Magi
Kama CIO ladilla is)
Iliamata at ?sib (s)

al

*MO

NATIONAL LEAGUE

Lim

St Laos
Montreal
New Torii
Chicago
Pittsbargh
x-Philadelpha

W
L
21 15
3 3
17 20
16 19
IS 21
15 21

Pct. GB
50 514
24
451
44
07 44
432 54
417 i

81 14
Houton
632
i-Las Angeles
13
Cincinnati
21 14
Sc /4
San Francisco
21 3
Sc
24
19 3
Atlanta
514
04
II B212 134
San Diego
z-First-half &noon winner
Friday's Gomm
Montreal 11. Chicago 1
New Vat I, St iDIOS
Nttsbergh 7. Philadelphia 6
Atlanta 1, San Diego II
Cincti S. los Angels 4
San Francisco S. Homan 2
Sotindara Gomm
Dingo Krukaw 64 at litsdreal ILA*
14
St lam Martin 6-3
New Vat
Fakone 14
pastsmigh Janes 4-31 at Pliarkiplia
(Lamour 141
Finoton Rattle 3-4) it 301 nudism
)Griffin 64
clnrinnau Flerenr 114) d Lou Aveiro
Horton 1114i in,
stlanta Boggs /121 at Sir Dego
Wvish /Si in
aaaasq's Gams
Clomp at lisearael
Pllitairsa Pliodelphie
Waal at Now Tart
Claelimmti at Las Angels
Adria a4 3sm Disco
46 Sir Frieder*
11~1 Gams
&LI* at(CaS 2
Plaidalphis46 Montreal (al
PlIklburst at New Vat n
Clnrinnoll al San Diego n
Only games schieted

II

vs 2

Lou Butler 21, Lou Western 0
Lou DeSales 7, Lou Macee 6
Lou. Dor 33, Lou Atherton
Lau Fern Creek IS, Lou Iroquou 0
Lou Jeffersontown 5,Lou Fairdake 0
Lou Manual 44 Lou Central 6
Lou SOW,14, Male 6
Lou St. Xavier 35, Bowling Green 7
Lou. Southern 41, Lou Shawnee 6
Lou l'rinity 21, Lou, Waggener
Ludlow 0,LockJand. Obto 15
Lynn Camp I . Bee Co 13
McLean 03 13, Webster Co 6
Modiste Central 3,Harnson Co 7
ktaduonelle X,Owensboro 16
Marion Co 7. Bardtoym 6
Mason Ca 35. Feria:in Ohio 0
Mayfield 21, Cape Girardeau. Mo. Central 14
Middlesboro 29. Leslie Ca 7
Murray 35, Fulton City II
Nelom Co.1. Washington Co. 0
Newport 33, Newport Catholic 1
%nit Bolliu If, Brechundge Co. 3
North Hardin 10, Eluabethlown 7
Owensboro Apollo 34, BMW East II
Paducah Illglinao 14, Marshall Co.0
Painbrelle 31, Fairview 13
Paris 34. Bourbon Co. 7
Pikeville X,Inateoborg 21
Portantoth, Ohio, Weal X,Boyd Ca 6
Prestoroburg 14. Johnson Central.
liockcasde Co V,Beres 6
Ramellville 30 Todd Central 0
Shelby Ca re,sew c.4
Somerset V,Wayne C.o. 0
Tart Co at East Hardin 0
Tampluarville 7. Green Co
Ilruon Co 21. Crittenden Co 1
VI:ye V, Muffins 7
Williamsburg 31, Pineville 1
Woodford Cc 35, Frartfort Western Hills 16

Murray High,
Fulton Box
SCORING
Fulton City
0 0 0 0- 0
Murray
7 14 7 7- 35
I lat quarter 1 Murray - David
McCuiston, 9-yard run. (David
Denham kick)
(2nd quarter) Murray - Craig
Crawford, 1-yard run. (Denham
kick)
(2nd quarter) Murray Crawford, 25-yard run with
recovered fumble. (Denham
kick)
(3rd quarter) Murray - Ken
Murphy. 2-yard run (Denham
kick)
ilth quarter) Murray - Ronnie
Pace, -S.-yard peas from Mark
Boggess.(Denham kick)
STATISTICS:
RUSHING: Fulton City Hatfield 141; W Brandard
murray - Murphy 9-100; Reed 937, Mc0iiiton 7-31
PASSING: Fulton City - M.
Bransford 44.3 14 yds ; Juan
cakiwel 1-6-1 4 yds. Murray McCuiston 4-13-1 4S yo.; Bones
34444 )•da.
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On the average, an electric heat pump
gives two units of heat for every one unit
of electricity it uses. This means you could
heat two homes for the price of one, or
that your heating costs can be cut in half.
The heat pump is an efficient system that
actually heats your home by drawing the
sun's warmth out of the air and pumping it
into your house. In summer, it reverses its
operation to cool your home just like
central air conditioning.
Give us a call for more information about
efficient heat pumps.

sh
fire-hi
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Murray Electric
System- Merrily, KY:

vatlal
nsta II

nd so

401 Olive St.

RECEIVING: Fulton City - R.
Caldwell 012; Rickman 1-5
Murray. Parks 2-35. Pace 1-23,
Filivin 1-11.
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Lakers Rack Up 277 Yards Rushing In Win

MOVING IN — Darren Paschall (30), Jeff Garrison (33) and Craig Darnell
(20) move in on Lone Oak's Jeff Cossiboorn.
Staff Photos By John-Salerno

By JOHN SALERNO
Staff Writer
A powerful combined
running attack and a
clutch defensive play in
the first quarter led the
Calloway County Lakers
to a 14-4 district victory
over visiting Lone Oak
Friday night.
The Lakers 277 yards
on the ground was the
result of a balanced
effort, led by fullback
Tommy Workman's 30
carries for 130 yards and
a touchdown. The senior
disspelled any fear that a
leg injury sustained last
week might slow him
down, as he slammed his
way into the Lone Oak
secondary all nigi)t. After
the game, Coach Sam
Harp said,"You'd almost
have to cut Tommy's leg
off to keep him out of a
game."
As if Workman wasn't
enough, the Purple Flash
defenders also found
themselves in pursuit of
tailback Jeff Garrison,
eight carries for 78 yards
and a TD, and
quarterback Tim Brown.
The junior QB broke two

long end runs for a total
of 74 yards.
But whoever said "the
best offense is a good
defense" would have
loved the first quarter
play that put the
momentum in the
Laker's lap.
The Fliti* got the
opening ickoff and
marched downfield to the
Laker 10 by way of three
first downs and a pass
interference call. On the
next play, Lone Oak
quarterback Shane Jones
hit a receiver in the flat,
but Craig Darnell came
up from his cornerback
position to deliver a
textbook hit which
popped the ball loose
from the receiver. Fellow
defender Timbo Pittman
smothered the loose ball.
Harp said later, "If I
had to pick the most
important play in the
game, that was it. When

we got our backs to the
wall, we fought hard."
Harp's "rubber band"
defense snapped back
again when it counted in
the second quarter. With
fourth down and a foot to
go for a Flash first,
defensive end Randy
Dawson stopped an
opposing runner at the
line of scrimmage.
On the ensuing series,
Brown broke his second
long gainer. A roughing
penalty moved the ball
closer to the goal and,two
plays later, Workman
trudged into the end zone
with three defenders on
his back.
After receiving the kick
to start the second half,
the Lakers moved
downfield behind four
first downs. Garrison
then got the call from 15
yards out and beat the
defense around right end
to paydirt. Don Hargrove
added his second extra

point of the night to make
the score 14-0.
The Flash made the
game interesting in the
final quarter, as Gabe
Reeves broke through the
Left side of the Laker line
to block a punt. Two first
downs later, Tony Cipolla
scored on an off-tackle
play from 10 yards out.
When Lone Oak got the
ball again, Calloway
stripped it loose twice,
but both times the Flash
was there to recover.
Then, with 3:48 to play,
defensive end Marty
Hayes slammed the lid by
sacking reserve QB Ken
Kevin Wheatley for a 12yard loss. Lone Oak's loss
evens its record at 2-2.
The game ended with a
thrill as Workman —
apparently down —
regained his balance by
placing his free hand on
the ground and raced 40
yards before being
dragged down by a Lone

Oak safety
Between pats on the
back and congratulatory
handshakes after the
game, Harp said he had
expected Lone Oak to
throw the ball more.
Coach Tom Pandolfi
pulled starting QB Jones
out of the game after the
first half. "I don't know
why he pulled his starting
quarterback," Harp said,
"but I was glad to see
that."
The coach commended
both his starters and
reserves for what he
called "a super ball
game," and said
Calloway is now "in the
driver's seat" on the road
to the district title.
"We're not out of the
woods yet. But right now
we just want to celebrate
this one."
The 4-1 Ulcers are now
2-0 in district play. Next
week's game is home
against Trigg County.

Rodgers Worried About Brewers'
Narrow Lead In East Division
One-half game is never
a very comfortable lead
for a team in first place,
but Milwaukee Brewers
Manager Buck Rodgers
says it is more precarious
than ever because of the
split baseball season.
Rodgers says he is
concerned because the
Brewers are scheduled to
play one more game than
Boston or Detroit in
baseball's second season,
and two more than
Baltimore.
"One-half game ahead
isn't enough," Rodgers
said after the Brewers
moved into first place in
the American League
East with a 5-1 victory
over Baltimore Friday
night. "If we were even
with Baltimore in losses,
for instance, we'd have to
win the two extra
games."
Milwaukee leads
Detroit by one-half game,
Boston and New York by
one, and Baltimore by
14. All five teams have
16 losses.
Rodgers said now that
his team is in the lead, the
important thing is to stay
there.
In other AL games
Friday night, New York
tripped Boston 6-4,
Cleveland beat Detroit 84, Toronto defeated
California 5-1, Oakland
whipped Chicago 10-5,
Minnesota stopped Texas
6-3 and Kansas City
bombed Seattle 8-3.
Pete Vuckovich won his
3th game in 17 decisions

1

and combined with Jamie
Easterly on a sevenhitter in the victory over
the Orioles. The triumph
was Milwaukee's fifth in
the last six games and
was one of the few
accomplished without the
help of reliever Rollie
Fingers, who has three
victories and 26 &siva.
Indiana4,Tigers4
JOhil Denny won his
sixth straight deciaion,
knocking Detroit out of
first place for the first
time since Aug. 29.
Bo Diaz hit a two-run
homer and Alan
Bannister scored three
runs for Cleveland, which
had four two-run innings
to snap a five-game
losing streak. The Tigers
have lost five in a row.
Denny, 9-4, allowed
nine hits in eight innings
for the victory.
Royals8,Mariners3
Kansas City won its
sixth straight game and
maintained its
three-game lead in the
AL West as Willie Wilson
knocked in three runs and
scored twice.
Mike Jones, 5-1,
scattered five hits in six
innings and got relief help
from Dan Quisenberry,
who earned his 17th save.
Willie Aikens hit his
15th homer for the
Royals.
Yankees6,Red SOX 4
Dave Winfield, Bob
Watson and Lou Piniella
homered for New York to
halt Boston's four-game
winning streak.

Build
onefirefor
an entire
season!

shley's airtight cast-iron doors and exclusive patented downdraft system extend
fire-holding capability to 12 hours and more
while automatically maintaining the heat level
ou select! Amazingly economical, too, with
sers reporting fuel savings of 5010 75 per cent!
Enjoy modern convenience
hile*you heat with inP 1
xpensive, readily
vailable firewood.
AMERICA'SFAVORITE
nstall an Ashley
nd save!
HOUSE-WARMER

PURDOM'S
INC.
202 So. Stlo St. — 753-4872
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Bobby Murcer broke a
44tie in the eighth inning
with a two-out, pinch-hit
single off Bob Stanley, 97, while Ron Davis, 34,
won in relief of Rick
Reuschel, who gave up a
two-run homer to Dwight
Evans in Boston's three-run seventh inning that
tied the game 4-4.
The Yankees have now
beaten the Red Sox nine
straight games in Boston
dating back to Sept. 12,
1979.
A's 10, White Sox
Tony Armes hit a threerun triple to highlight
Oakland's six-run third
Inning and Dwayne
Murphy hit a grand-slam
homer to pull away from
Chicago in the ninth.
Steve McCatty, 12-6,
won the fifth game of his
career against Chicago
without a loss although he
had to leave the game in

the sixth with a dizzy
spell.
Jim Morrison homered
for the White Sox.
Twins6,Rangers3
Dave Engle homered in
the first and blasted a
three-run double in his
next at-bat an Inning
later as Minnesota'
breezed past Texas.
-Pete. Redfern, 6-8,
allowed three runs and
three hits in six innings
before giving way to
Twins relief ace Doug
Corbett, who earned his
14th save.
Blue Jays 5,Angela 1
Toronto handed
California its 12th loss in
the last 13 games as Otto
Velez hit a two-run triple
and Lloyd Moseby
knocked in two other
runs.
Four Blue Jays
pitchers held the Angels
to six hits.

LOOKS FOR HOLE — Calloway running back Tommy Workman (26) looks for a hole in the line after
taking a ha ndoff from quarterback Tim Brown.

Purcell Wants To Have Fun
On Way To Top Ten Ranking
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP)
— Mel Purcell wants to
be ranked in-the top 10 of
the tennis world, but he
also wants to have fun
along the way.

"It's not often you can
have a job where you
travel around the world
and get paid for doing
what you most love to
do,"nsaid Purcell,
currently No. 25 on the
worldwide computer
rating of players.
"There's no
comparison between Mel
56-yard run, added a a year ago and Mel now,"
three-yard gallop in the said his father, Bennie.
second period and "His backhand is much
finished matters with a stronger and his serve is
73-yard bolt in the fourth harder. Except for the
period as the Admirals' little help that I've given
bettered their record to him, he's made all those
54.
strides himself."
Corbin won its fifth Father and son have
impressive game in as maintained a close
many starts this year as relationship since Purcell
Richie Grigsby turned pro two years ago.
accounted for three When Bennie can't attend
scores. Grigsby passed 30 a tournament, phone
yards to Joe Shelton for
one TD, then added
scoring runs of one and 13
yards.
Carroll County,
elevated to the No.1 spot
in Class A last week,
made the voters look
good with a drubbing of
Anderson County. Pat
Smith passed for three
touchdowns and ran for a
fourth. Scott Shelton
caught two of those TD
passes on plays covering
25 and 63 yards.
Although the top-rated
teams had it fairly easy,
there were some upsets
among the ranked teams.
Two of the losses
involved State AAAA
teams. No.4 Owensboro
dropped a 20-16 decision
to Madisonville and, in a
Thursday night game,
Clarksville, Tenn.,
outlasted No.5 Christian
County 21-14.

Top-Ranked Teams
Live Up To Billing
ln Friday Contests

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — In a sharp
departure from previous
weeks, top-ranked teams
lived up to their billing
this weekend in high
school football.
Each of the teams
ranked atop the five
Associated Press polls
won in impressive
fashion this weekend,
with Lexington Henry
Clay of State AAAA
posting the narrowest
margin with a 20-6
decision over a rugged
Richmond Madison team.
Jim Anderson scored on
runs of five and four
yards as Henry Clay ran
its record to 5-0.
In other games
involving top-ranked
teams, Louisville
Southern of Jefferson
County AAAA buried
Louisville Shawnee 414,
Danville of Class AAA
stopped Russell County
24-4, Corbin of Class AA
mauled Glasgow 35-0, and
Carroll County of Class A
whipped Anderson
County 38-0.
Rick Walker ran for
three touchdowns and
Tony Lanham passed for
three more as Southern
won its fifth game of the
season. The winners
rolled up 462 yards in
total offense.
The loss gives Shawnee
the longest losing streak
In other games
in the state at 35 games. involving ranked teams:
Clinton County, which
—Jefferson County
had owned the longest AAAA: No.2 Ballard
active streak at 38 blanked Eastern 17-0,
games,finally won with a No.3 Jeffersontown shut
6-0 decision over out Fairdale, 25-0, No.4
GamaLiel. Mark Lee's DeSales slipped by Moore
60-yard run in the third 7-6 on Willie Shelby's 55period provided the yard run and Paul
difference.
McDonogh's extra point
Paul Story started kick, and No.5 Trinity
Danville's scoring with a stopped Waggener 214.

.
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calls, or a lack of them,
"Players hate players straight sets."BatI did.I
fill in the gaps.
who hustle," said Purcell was really enjoying
"When he plays and with a grin. "It drives a myself, hittinggood
calls me, I know he has guy crazy to return a shot shots. It wasn't
until
won before he tells me," he thought was a sure afterward that I
realized
said Bennie. "When he winner."
I was playing Borg just
plays and doesn't call,
like he wanted."
well, I know what
He is the first to admit
In September, Purcell
happened then too."
that Bjorn Borg, John met Jose Luis-Clerc in
Bennie said that if his McEnroe and Jimmy the third round of the
US.
son keeps up his Connors are on one level Open in New York. Clerc,
determination and and the rest of the players ranked fifth in the world,
practice, "there's no are on another.
had won 25 straight
reason why he can't
In May, he was up matches when Purcell
eventually be in the top against Connors in the played him.
10."
French Open. Was
"The match came
The younger Purcell Purcell nervous?
down to two big points;
took part in an exhibition
"There were 20,000 and I lost both of them,"
here last weekend and people out there," he Purcell said. With them,
then returned to his home recalled. "Twenty he lost the match,6-3, 0-6,
at Murray, where he will thousand people I didn't 0-6,64,6-3.
spend several weeks know. I looked down and
Purcell has no trouble
before heading for South my knees were really playing before a crowd of
Africa for an exhibition. knocking. Really 20,000 but it's a different
Purcell, who is closing knocking."
story on the golf course
in on the $100,000 mark in
In June, he was during an exhibition.
earnings for the year, has confronted by Borg in the
"Put a golf club in my
become one of the most Wimbledon Tennis hands with 10 people —
popular performers on Center.
no, two people —
the pro circuit. Not "It might sound silly to watching, and there's no
counting the athletes say I played well," said doubt in my mind what
themselves,of course.
Purcell, who lost in will happen. I'll choke."

c Today See:
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mpionshi
Wrestling
S:00
p.m- P

Slainaunk!
Pass-Kick-Punt!
Daytime/Nighttime
Sports Excitement!
You can catch fast-paced NBA
basketball action featuring the
Atlanta Hawks, gridiron gusto of
Falcon football, the hustle of
Atlanta Chiefs professional soccer,
plus other sports of all kinds.
There's tennis, road-racing, water
skiing, wrestling and weekly college
events and much, much more.
Cablevision's exclusive channel,
WTBS, brings you over 200 live sports
events each year, early morning —
midday—late night At times whenever
you want to watch. Tune into WTBS,
Coble Channel 4 24-hours-a-day for all
the sports events the networks may not
carry.
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Church Directory
"Rev. Wilkins is a fine
Bible preacher with a
The Memorial Baptist great compassion for peoChurch will hear the Rev. ple. We invite everyone to
Calvin Wilkins speak at attend these special serthe revival services to vices for strength for livstart Sunday, Sept. 20, at ing and guidance from
7 p.m. Services will be God's Word," said the
held at 7 p.m., Monday Memorial Church pastor,
through Friday, and it 12 the Rev. Dr. Jerrell
noon on Tuesday and White.
Milton Gresham will
Wednesday.
iirect
the music with
The Rev. Wilkins,
pastor of the Elm Grove special singing at each
services. A nursery for
children four will be provided. Transportation
will be available by calling 753-5750.
The pastor, the Rev.
Dr. White, will speak at
the 10:50 a.m. services on
Sunday. Dr. Jim Carlin
will serve as deacon of
the week.

Memorial Baptist

Mt. Carmel Baptist
The Rev. George White
is the new pastor of the
New Mt. Carmel Baptist
Church, located on
Highway 121 South, two
miles south of New Concord.
An open house at the
residence of the White
family on Murray Route
5, Highway 121 South, will
be held today (Saturday)
from 2:30 to 5:30 p.m. All
friends and members of
the church are invited.
Rev. White comes to
New Mt. Cannel from the
Emmaneuuel B!ptist

Church, Mayfield. He
received his B.A. and
Th.B from Mid-Continent
Baptist Bible College,
Mayfield, and a B.A.
from Union University,
Jackon, Tenn.
His wife, the former
Beverly Green, is a
native of Marshall County. She received her B.S.
and M.S.Ed. from Murray State University and
is now teaching at Benton
Junior High School in
Marshall County. They
have two children,
Shaelynn, 6, and Joshua,
3.
Services are held weekly at the New Mt. Cannel
Baptist Church.

B.S.U.
The Rev. Jerry
Hopkins, Baptist Student
Union Director at Murray
State University, will
speak at the 6:45 p.m.
service on Sunday, Sept.
20, at the Elm Grove Baptist Church while the
pastor, the Rev. Calvin
Wilkins, is speaking in a
revival at the Memorial
Baptist Church.
The Youth Choir will
sing "Psalms 19" at the
evening service.
The Rev. Wilkins will
speak at the 11 a.m. with
the Church Choir to sing
"Love Grew Where The
Blood Fell." Keery
Vasseur is music director

Rev. Calvin Wilkins
Baptist Church, is a
graduate of Georgetown
Baptist College and has
had special studies at
Baylor University and
Southern Seminary. He
has led revival services
in various states and has
conducted or prached in
12 evangelistic crusades
in the Caribbean area.
The guest evangelist
has pastored churches in
Texas, Missouri, and
Kentucky and has served
in various denominational positions. He has
served as vice president
of the Kentucky Pastors'
Conference. While
pastoring near Eddyville,
he served as interim
chaplain of the Kentucky
State Penitentiary.
Rev. Wilkins is married
to the former Norma ParNEW PASTOR — The Rev. George White is the
rent and they have three new pastor of the New Mt.
Carmel Baptist Church.
children and three grand- Pictured with him are his
wife, Beverly, and their
children.
two children,Shaelynn,6, and Joshua,3.

Promotion Continues

with Glenda Rowlett as
organist and Paula Kinsolving as pianist.
Sunday School will be
at 10 a.m. and Church
Training at6 p.m.

First Christian

By Abigail Van Buren

Heating with wood can be dangerous.
So, check the area near your wood heater or
fireplace to make sure curtains and furniture
are a safe distance away. Then install a smoke
detector and keep an ABC fire extinguisher
nearby.
This winter, be warm, but be safe.

West Ky. Rural
Wk Electric Coop.Corp.
MernlY-Mirffiela
153-5012

for only
$399

DEAR DESPERATE: For openers, please read the
book,"Shyness: What It Is and What to Do About It."
It's by Philip G. Zimbardo, a Stanford University
psychologist. It's one of the most helpful books I've
yet to see about shyness, and is written in language
that everyone is able to understand. If that doesn't
help, write again. I have other ideas.

The Rev. Dr. Walter E.
Mischke, Jr., minister,
will speak on "An
Extravagant Love" with
scripture from Mark
14:3-9 at the 8:40 and
10:50 a.m. worship
services on Sunday, Sept.
20, at the First United
Methodist Chureh.
Guest soloist at the
early service will be
Margaret Boone. The
Chancel Choir, directed
by Paul Shahan with pea
Farrell as organist, will
sing the anthem,
"Beautiful Saviour," at
the later service.

7th 8 Poplar
The Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ
will hear Mike
Sinapiades, missionary to
Greece, speak at the 6
p.m. service on Sunday,
Sept. 20. He is in the
United States seeking
support for the work
there.
John Dale, minister of
the church, will speak on
"Identifying Life's
Purpose" with scripture
from Psalm 100 at the
8:30 and 10:40 a.m.
services on Sunday.
Assisting in the
services will be Phil
Cannon, Jerry Bolls,
Roger Garner, Steve
Steele, Noah Wheatley,
Danny Cleaver, Robert
.Iohnson, James Lee
Hannon, Max Farley,
Sam Parker, Ken Barber,
Gene McDougal, Tommy
Carraway, David Wright,
Roy Harmon, Edgar
Rowland, Garry Evans,
and Joe Thornton.
James Thurmond
spoke on Sunday night,
Sept. 13, regarding the
work of he and his wife,
Fannie. with Don and
Marian Starks on the
island of Antigua.
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DEAR ABBY: My husband and I are having an argument, and we can't find anyone who can settle it, so please
ask one of your consultants. He says there is just as much
nutritional value in the vitamins you buy in a store as in the
vitamins you get in food.
I say he is wrong — there is no way you can imitate
nature, that the vitamins you get in food are far superior
to the synthetic vitamins manufactured in some laboratory. If I'm wrong I'M eat this newspaper. Thank you.
FRAN IN FAYETTEVILLE, ARK

Getting married? Whether you want a formal
church wedding or a simple,"do-your-own-thing"
ceremony, get Abby's new booklet. Send $1 plus a
long, self-addressed, stamped (35 cents) envelope to:
Abby's Wedding Booklet, 12060 Hawthorne Blvd.,
Suite 5000, Hawthorne, Calif. 90250.
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Buy 2.
Chipper
Dinners

my feelings, but I just can't express them verbally to
anyone. It's driving me insane.
I'm 21, blonde hair, blue eyes, 5-foot-9 and 135 pounds,
The First Baptist and everyone tells me how great-looking I am, but I am
beginning
despise myself because of my hang-up. Abby,
Church and the Westside please helptome.
Baptist Fellowship will
DESPERATE IN DENVER

DEAR FRAN: Start nibbling. The United States
Public Health Service's Food and Drug Administration spokesperson says, "Synthetic vitamins, manufactured in a laboratory, are identical to the natural
vitamins found in foods. The body cannot tell the
difference, and derives the same amount of benefit
from either source."
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With Chipper Dinner you get:
• 2 fish filets • fresh creamy col.slow
• hot crisp trench tries • hush puppies

SUNDAY, MONDAY & TUESDAY ONLY
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First Methodist

COLD
WEATHER'S
COMING. DON'T
GET BURNED.

Phase two of the round of ads encouraged
Kentucky & Co. calling a state commerce
promotion will begin Oct. official
6 with an advertisement "businessman-to-buaines
in the Wall Street
Journal. Through next
That phrase will be
June, the ads will appear replaced by "For more
there, in Business Week, specific information
Forbes and several trade about Kentucky..." with
publications.
no reference to the
In addition, Doe gender of the interested
Anderson also is planning Party.
a "small -space
"We had several letters
campaign" to run in the on It," Babcock said.
Wall Street Journal in
Buying space for the
conjunction with the ads will cost about
Kentucky & Co. $800,000, Babcock said,
promotion, Babcock said. the bulk of Doe
The smaller ads will Anderson's $900,000
feature corporate contract with the state
executives saying things Commerce Cabinet.
such as,"Of all the places
The rest of the contract
we do business will finance design work
worldwide, I always feel for the ads, brochures
at home in Kentucky."
and several projects Doe
There is an additional Anderson is doing for the
change in the upcoming Kentucky Development
campaign. The first Finance Authority.

Maturity, Not Just Age,
Counts in Dating Game

"Ichabod!" with scriptore from I Samuel 4:19fl will be the subject for
the sermon by the Rev.
DEAR ABBY. My parents are divorced and my father is
Dr. David Roos at the dating
a 30-year-old women. He is 45. Meanwhile, my
10:45 a.m. Service on mother, who is 42,is going
with•55-year-old man. I'm 14,so
Sunday, Sept. 20, at the why can't I go with a 22-year-old guy?
First Christian Church.
How can both my parents say he is too old for me when
Margaret Boone will my dad is 15 years older than his girlfriend, and my mom's
direct the music with boyfriend is 13 years older than she is?
OLD ENOUGH TO COUNT
Maxine Clark as
organist.
DEAR OLD ENOUGH: It's not the "age difference"
Assisting in the service your parents are concerned about. They probably feel
will be Jean Fleming, that at 14, you're not sufficiently mature to handle•
John Pasco, Sr., Johnny relationship with a 22-year-old man.(Few 14-yearReagan, Henry Fulton, olds are.) Count to 10 and simmer down, dear. Your
Dr. Clegg Austin, Leah parents want the best for you.
Hart, Coleman McKee!,
•••
Dan McKee!,Steve Shaw,
Bill Van Meter, Mrs. DEAR ABBY: I have a problem talking to people. If I look
Clyde Jones, Mr. and someone in the eyes while speaking, my face turns red and I
Mrs. Frank Wainscott, get all choked up inside — especially if I'm talking to a man.
If I'm paid some sort of compliment. I can feel my face turn
Devin Perkins, and Max red
and I have to look the other way. When I'm with a group
Miller.
of people talking, I never say anything because my voice is
Sunday School will be so soft, no one ever hears me anyway. At work I have heard
at 9:30 a.m., Youth several comments on how "stuck up" I am because I don't
Groups will meet at 5:30 talk to anybody. This makes me angry because there's no
p.m., and New Members way I can defend myself and let people know I'm not stuck
I'm just shy.
and New Friends of the up,
I saw a psychiatrist and couldn't even look her in the eye.
congregation get- She told me she couldn't help me unless
we communicated,
together will be at 6 p.m. but I couldn't get the words out even though I knew exactly
at the home of Mrs. what I wanted to say.
Chichi Stinnett, 702 I tried group therapy. It coat me $75, and I didn't say two
words during the whole session. I have no trouble writing
Meadow Lane.

have a joint service on
Sunday, Sept. 20, at 7
p.m. at the First Church
with the Rev. Don
Farmer, interim pastor
of the Westside Church as
speaker.
Special music at the
evening hour will be by
the First Baptist Church
Choir and by Tommy
Scott, Westside music
director. The ordinance
of baptism of new
memberrs from both congregations will be observed.
The First Baptist
pastor, the Rev. Dr. Bill
Whittaker, will speak at
the 10:45 a.m. service on
Sunday at the church. His
subject will be "Joy On A
Desert Road" with scripture from Acts 8:26-39.
Jamie Washer will serve
as deacon of the week.
The ordinance of baptism will also tie held at
the morning service.
Wayne Halley will direct
the music with Joan
Bowker as organist and
Allene Knight as pianist.

1' Al

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
FALL 1981
Non-Credit Special Interest Classes
PUBLICITY/PUBLIC RELATIONS TECHNIQUES FOR THE DANCAEROBKS
ORGANIZATION, MALL BUSINESS
war Neverstock and Cetey Met*, Instructors
Wert Valssitiss sod Robert Mese•gbey, isstfieters
Purpose of the class is to learn and work with the
technqiues of publicizing an organization. Students will
learn about and then practice the. basic skills of the
public relations-publicity person of an organization,
Tecniques to be included are: writing publicity
releases. working with the media, preparing a newsletter, building a speaker's bureau, and planning and
publicizing your programs or events. Supplies needed:
few sheets of typing paper and note paper.
Mondays, September 21 October 19
7-9 p.m.
Wilson Hall, Room 111
Five sessions
$20.00

UNDERSTANDING SELF AND OTHERS IN THE WORK SETTING
isim O. Taylor, lostnicter
This course presents a plan to help you understand sell
and others in the work environment. You are the central focus as you heighten understanding of your style
and identify the environment most conducive to your
success. At the same time you learn about the differences of others and the environment they require
for maximum productivity and harmony in the work
organization. $5 of registration fee is for copyrighted
participant materials from Performax Systems International, Inc. Age limit 18 and up. This course is a one
session course but is offered four different dates.
Wednesday, September 23, Wednesday, November 18
Wednesday, October 21, Wednesday, December 16 (all
course) 6-9 p.m.
University Center, Mississippi Room
One Session
$15.00

Are you bored with the monotony of jogging. Considering a more enjoyable form of exercise.. Dancable If so, Aerobic Dancing is an enjoyable way for
you to get a physical and mental tune-up. This class Is
designed to help you develop your stamina while having fun, stablize your pulse, and tone your muscles.
Class format consists of continuous simple dance
movements and steps. In addition, pulse rate will be
taken and monitored. Well supported tennis shoes are
recommended. Enrollment limited to 35.
Mondays and Thurs., Sept. 28-Dec.7
17:30-10:30 b.fri.
Stewart Stadium, Rooms 226 .. 228
Twenty Sessions
$50.00

TOLE AND DECORATIVE PAINTING
own Ishortia, lastrstier

Participants will learn basics of the tole stroke which
was once the art of painting on tinware. Novices will
substitute wood that may be useful as cheeseboards,
memo holders, etc. Painting experience is not
necessary. Class projects will include daisy, pear,
clown, and others to be discussed at first class along
with the various oil painting supplies that the Individual will need to furnish that could cost •
$15.00 to $25.00
Mondays, October 5-November 9
7-9 p.m.
Business Building, South, Room 134
Six Sessions
$15.00

Other classes to begin in october include: BALLROOM
DANCING,
MARATHONING, ADVANCED BRIDGE, BEGINNING BRIDGE, BEGINNING
FINANCIAL
PLANNING IN THE EIGHTIES,GETTING TO KNOW
YOURSELF, BEGINNING
GUITAR, LOW CALORIE COOKING, SECURITIES
AND INVESTING-HOW IT
AFFECTS YOU, SELECTING OR CHANGING YOUR CAREER
, THE BOOK OF
PSALMS, TOLE
AND DECORATIVE PAINTING,GENEALOGY.
,.
f

REGISTRATION IS EASY. . Simply call simply
call F502)762-2716 or 762-4229 or
send your name, address, ho.me- and-business-telephone number and the
registration fee to the Office of Conferences and Continuing Education
, Murray State
University, Murray, Ky. 42071.
•••••-•....11•••••
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One of the worst things
I hate about duck hunting
My first Duck Call of help from area D.U. prints that
is fog. To start with, it
the season was so hot it sportsmen and local offered, they are will be Room. I know all the makes it almost
melted the presses. You merchants this goal can framing shop now. at the loyal members will want imAssible to navigate
I hope to attend and maybe
really never did get to be reached.
down the lake. If you do
to have these on display there will be some
new find your spot, the ducks
read it because of the fire
The date for this years at the Bank of Murray faces,
we welcome any
a couple of weeks ago. I banquet has been set for Downtown sometim
e in area sportsman don't like to fly in the
am sure Mary had it all Saturday night Nov. 14th. the near future.
soup. They can't tell
interested in helping
ready for print when the So mark your calendars
The next meeting of the restore wetlands to to where they're going,
join either. And if they do fly,
fire struck.
now. The banquet will local chapter will be
Most of that article again be held at the Sept. 22nd at 7:00 held us Tuesday night.
you can't
p.m. at
May All Your Hunting madden see them. It's
concerned the early teal Jaycee Building.
ing to hear
the Triangle lim Meeting Be Safe 8z Enjoyable
season which is now past
wingbeats 30 yards
Yours truly will serve
history. I hope everyone as the local chairman this Any Matpio's
overhead and never spot
got their special permit year,so as you can see we
a feather.
before hunting, and also I are going to need all the
The fog was thick on
hope everyone sent in the help that we can get.
Barkley Lake on Sept. 9.
results of their hunt to the Gene Starks will serve as
That was the opening day
office in Frankfort. You Vice President and Tom
of Kentucky's special
should have returned the Rushing will serve as
The cooling waters of somewhat and you can September duck season.
card even if you did not Treasurer. Neil
Don Buck and I had
Kentuck
take any ducks or even if Thompson will be in Lakes y and Barkley _keep a lure down around anticipated the muck,
are
improvi
ng fish ten feet now.
you did not go hunting.
and we'd met on the boat
charge of auction items movement and
feeding
The sauger will make a ramp a full hour earlier
Kentucky duck hunters got a bonus five-day early season Sept. 9-13. Barkley
I hope that even if you and door prizes. Other
activity.
move into the shallow than normal. We knew Lake saw plenty hunters, but fog spoiled the early morning action.
didn't get any ducks you committee members will
Crappie are being waters of large bays
we'd
(Photo by Wade Bourne)
caught "duck fever," by be named later.
taken on the main lake soon, so be on the lookout alonghave to feel our way
just getting out on the
shore; cross the gone to bask in the luxury across
I know that most of you river channel and
the chuannel with crow. Every time they
the when you are casting for channel, grind across
lakes or in the creek reading this article has
of coastal winters. In the north star off our would shoot Don and I
large
embay
ment
bass.
two shallow mudflats and
bottoms.
attended one or more dropoffs in increasi
ng
If you should find a flat then hope to find the other words,the southern right bow. There was a would get a new grip on
The most important D.U. banquets, so don't
numbers.
or point where the sauger narrow opening which led population has feeder creek that we hit if our concentration and
event in the area duck miss this one. Tickets will
encountered almost no we can line up on stare intently into the
Minnows
fished
slowly are holding, work it well, to our special hole.
hunters season, is the be available soon from all along
hunting pressure in markers on opposite mist. But when nothing
these
dropoffs
in
they are school fish you
But we had plenty recent years.
upcoming Ducks members of the local
banks. But in the fog is showed up we'd start
and
around
the brush and know!
enthusiasm for 4:45 a.m.
Unlimited Banquet in chapter as well as local
This
has
allowed
the
stumps
was try and hope. The talking about hunting in
are
working
betBlack bass are still on We loaded the decoys,
November. This annual sporting goods stores.
number of birds to grow hoping did little good as Canada, work left for the
ter
than
jigs.
However
,
the
main
lake
points
and
launched the boat into the to the point where it
one night affair_ raised
In forthcoming articles
can
over $15,000.00 last year. I I will give some details on when you locate a school stumps or whatever water and located the sustain a measured we missed and motored coming season and other
into the shallows.
similar topics.
out
from
any
structur
e
structur
they
e
can
find.
north star. We could see
certainly hope the total the great auction items
After an hour we finally
The other hunters
Shallow running lures, up through the fog, but harvest. And the only
this year will exceed offered this year. I have very light jigs do work.
time to harvest the found our hunting spot. started leaving before the
I
believe
we
are
going
plastic
worms
and top- looking horizontally
$20,000.00.1 think with already seen the eight
to have a much better water noise makers have a disaster. We would was southern woodies is in We still had time to set fog lifted. We could bear
use September before they our decoys, take
them picking up decoys,
movement of crappie this been producing some the north
star as a migrate. Hence the up the bank andthe boat deciding which directio
fall, than we have had in very good strings in the 2- reference point
tunnel
n
when we proposal, its out a hole in a convenie
go
to
plowing
and
then
the past three or four 3 pound class.
nt
turned across the acceptance,and Don
clump of buttonberry back through the
years.
The "popcorn" shad channel.
Buck's and my pre-dawn bushes for a blind. Then it mudflats. The fog finally
I also believe you will has increased its feeding
Kentucky hunters
catch more big crappie so watch these areas for enjoyed special have venture onto a very soupy was load the guns, check lifted at 9 a.m., the ducks
teal reservoir.
the watches and curse the didn't fly, and we were
than you did this spring.
schooling black bass seasons for several
We've hunted teal in fog. Shooting time had left with an empty lake
Sauger fishing took a feeding on them!'
Septembers. But this the same
dip on the charts but is
Fall fishing looks good year they got a bonus. At years, spot for several come, but the only color and one unfortunate
and our luck has in the morning sky was woodie.
now making a comeback. right now so lets go!
the urging of biologists in been consistent. Two silver-gr
ey.
The current has slowed
Happy Fishing!
Kentucky and Tennessee, years ago three of us
Then the other hunters
I guess the only thing to
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife killed twelve teal on started
coming. One be after an experience
Service added wood opening day. Last year party,
8a.- 11:00 p.m.
ducks and other ducks to the first two days yielded They two, three, four. like this is philosophicaL
had the same This was one of our
the
"legal" list • for the 14 birds. We always saw trouble
Hw y. 641 So.
AURORA, Ky.(AP) — past Friday's leader in Septemb
we did, grinding comparison hunts. If all
er hunt. They set plenty wood ducks and an over
Phone 753-8322 Burma Thomas, 41, of the two-day event,
hunts were quick "limita limit of four ducks per occasional flight of huggingthe mudflats, outs"
the shoreline. We
Rainsville, Ala. won the Margaret Morgan of hunter,
we wouldn't know
including any mallards, pintails and could hear
•••—••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
bow
appreciate them.
to
them
Bass'n
▪
talk,
Gal
Kentuck
y
Lufkin
,
Tex.,
who
combination of teal, other ducks. We felt our
•
hear them wondering But thanks to the fog and
▪ Lake 1981 national finished with 17 pounds woodies or
one
Invitational fishing and 13 ounces for her of any specie. other duck hole would be a natural where they were and the mud and our strategic
•
for a god quick shoot.
trying to decide where to spot inside a ring of other
• tournamentSaturday.
catches...
•
The logic behind the
•
We did one thing right. go. My retriever sat armed men, we're much
•
• Mrs. Thomas, a
Mrs. Thomas won the season was sound. Wood
•
'
▪ computer operator, lid $9,000 boat motor and ducks in the U.S. raise in We left early, and the between us and peered more humble and much
going was tougher than out into the soup at the more able to enjoy the
:together a two-day catch trailer rip.
two distinct populations: we'd thought. To keep strange
voices.
good times when they
An angler from northern and southern.
8 ounces to
visual contact with the
Suddenly I saw come.
anglersatwhlc
• topih
fi room
8ahpounds,1
i 12241 women Madison, Team, Linda Woodies that hatch in this
bank,
In fact, from this
from
states England, finished out of area's sloughs and creeks within we had to run movement over the
five yards of it. In decoys as a duck dropped perspective, I'm glad the
had gathered for the top 20 but the modest are in the southern
•
fish
catch she took out of population. In September the process we kept in. "Shoot him, Don," I hunt went the way It did.
running aground, suggested, thinking all The only blemish was_
sportsm
headquan
of
;
artere
tere
de f'
a t Kentucky, plus better these birds collect into churning the
d
propellor the time he'd answer, Don's bird. But he'll have
catches earlier in the migratory groups, and
into
the
soft
mud.
Going "No, you shoot." But his plenty more chances to
Kentucky Lake's year combined to make before the regular duck
was critically slow.
reply came in action stockpile some
her Bass'N Gal Angler of season opens in
• Jonathan Creek.
We
foun
d
our
instead
of words. He appreciation,lots of other
j, Her catch carried her the Year.
November, they're long checkpoint and turned stood quickly,
up
the duck foggy days when the
took flight, and Don ducks don't fly. It's just a
THE JONES
folded it with one shot. case of taking the good
My dog made a clean with the bad. And they
•
retrieve, and the season say duck hunters are
was properly initiated. crazy!
F1• IE
CI Fit 7Maybe
we'd do all right in
OLJTE
IDAROS
On fita.11':.1 Koitk Lab,
spite of the fog.
Why Pay More For Your Next Boat?
We never saw the other
hunters, but we continued
Featuring
to hear them. We were
*Bass Hawk Boots
4JCPontoons
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
surrounded, and
Route
3
Murray
Box
80
42071
,
Ky.
'Authorized Evinrude
everybody seemed to get
DON PALUURf
GRAYSON AlcaURE
Sales 8. Service
itl$4.'
t1 M, I
action but us. They shot
Highway 94 East
2 r, le% Turn r ght on
280
,
llow 280 for 7 macs.
rvirtminf
post Bonnet I, Grocery Take
one side, then on the
on
;.is,
•
—
•-•-•
t
otoRanciromcf Jrut Follow WOrk fop to your
SALFS
other, volleys that meant
right
OWNER:
Gary
Darnell
SE RVICE
ducks instead of the
Telephone 502-436-5483
R R ?Buctionon letin 19011732-87P
BOATS MOTORS-ACaSSORIES-MARINE SUPPLIES
frustrated single blasts of
**:******4;********31********* acaneb°dY potting at a
*****
********4**************
AL'S NOME IMPROVIMINT
*
*
On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park
Since 1965• 15 Years Of Dependable Service

Ming tine

Storey's

FOOD
GIANT

Open 7 Days A Week

Tournament Results

Hoo' ks Whee
Alignment

•
•
I Tires, Wheels & Accessories
" Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
Rood and Field Service
410 N.4th
753-8364-753-6779

,*************************"
Lalohnson

appy Holiday Travel,Inc

Darnell Marine Sales

11

Fully Insured For Your Protection
Finest QuaNty Workmanship
Buy Direct From Your
Local Contractor

*Cover Ali Nindows
we"1"1
*Cover Over Hang
On Brick Hornes
4.‘
Never Paint Again
Free Estimates Call
*Complete Remodeling
We Build Cupboards To Fit

436-2802

•Roofing

•Storm Windows Es Doors

110 tai tgi Ken
lake Manna
•

SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plata-Murray, Ky.

090

Sunday 1-6

Rt 5 Box 2059 Mue,ay, Ky

641 Super Shell

mon.-Sat. 9-9

*
*
*
*
*

$

Complete line of Fish:rig and Sport:ng Equipment

Boat, Motor, Pontoon i Ski
*
*
:Rentals- Guide Service-Covered Storage.:
*
*
Launching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
*
*
*
*

Cain's, AMC,Jeep

garad
e
_ •,,

At Jonathan Creek

Announces
NE IN 40 .rmI 52 Covered Sims For Houseboats
NEIN 30 Covered Aps For Crunsers

.
.
ERfoshGA L VA LIFT 14olot.ka"Asts
r MOIL DEAL
Ed% y to cowmanr rinuthetes manor growth on boat bottom

Hw.642 South

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters

A(11.s('enf to Sporlsrmon

RI. 5 Benton, K V 42025

EVIVMPULPIF
MALL CIP
""VI"

502/3544588

Hwy. 641 North

753-411

/red Gardner Owner
:

`0

Sofa,, Campground

Murray, Kentucky
•

IMurray Bait Co.'
1
a

•

Authorszed EWNRUDE DEALER
Sales Service

RESTAURANT

* Rt.1 Hardin
(502) 474-2245 or 474-2211, ext. 171 * south
12th Street
*
*
****************************

Sportsman's Marina
Ab

*
*
*
*

Wholesale Live Bail
Quality & Quantity Guaranteed

Li
::
c c 94 IGO
Murray, Ky. 42071
753-6448

PhOne
502.79-56931
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Radio Drama Utilizes Recorded Sound Effects
On a recent pleasant,
sunny afternoon, a father
and son fished in
Kentucky Lake near the
Land Between the Lakes
shoreline.
The scene was
commonplace except that
the men were actors and
every ripple of their
paddles and each line of
conversation were
carefully recorded by
WKMS-FM program
director Mark Welch. The
result was a one- hour
radio drama rich in the
history of the "land
between the rivers."

Titled "Land
Between," the
production, which
entailed an elaborate use
of sound effects directed
by Welch, will be
presented on Murray
State University's fine
arts radio station, 91.3
FM, at 5 p.m. Sunday,
Oct.5.
With the natural sounds
of the lakeland as the
drama's setting - from
powerboats to jumping

fish - -Land Between"

is the story of a father
and son and their
conflicting views toward
a narrow strip of land
located between the
Cumberland and
Tennessee rivers.
Written by William
Moseley, a Hopkinsville

native who lives in Caeca,
Fla., the story centers on
the father, Shelton
Colson, a man in his 60s
who as among the many
displaced from the LBL,
and his son, Shelton
Colson Jr., a successful
Hopkinsville banker who

has little sentimental
attachment to the land
his father calls home.
Moseley's fictitious
characters, who are
taken from a chapter in
an unfinished book
dealing with the LBL,are
played in the adapted
radio drama by Murray
actors Mark
Cunningham, the father,
and Richard Valentine,
the banker son. Directing
the drama is Mark

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Stroke
4- Clutch
9 Cut
12 Goddess of
healing
13 Cotton fabric
14 Time gone
by
15 Classified
17 Fruit
19 Contend
20 Eene
21 Stalk
23 Tantalum
symbol
24 Flowering

3 Tour
4 Merriment
5 Free of
6 Conjunction
7 Wild plum
8 Danger
9 Treat
10 Urge on
11 Sorrow
16 Obscure
18 Get up
20 Drinking
bout
21 Embarks
22 Powerful
person
23 Athletic
shrub
group
27 Be ill
25 Assumed
28 Nuisance
name
30 Trade for
26 Shut
money
28 Hebrew
31 Pronoun
letter
32 Given extent 29 Twist
34 Zeus's
32 Wherewithal
beloved
33 Scale note
35 Intertwine
37 Paddock
dwelt&
12
38 Possesses
39 Move about
furtively
41 Preposition
42 Foundation
43 Cancel
45 Give it to 46 instruction
48 Furniture
articles
51 Exist
52 More
sagacious
54 Brunch
55 Cushion
56 Precipitous
57 Attempt
DOWN
Wooden pin
2 Ventilate

MOO
0 1421
LIUM =MUD OMM
A

IDUMOMMU COMM
COMO 12100U
UMUM CUUMEICIOU
EIUMOU =MC OM
CCU OMMEIU CICIO
ID COMM COMM
MUUDICILIM MUM
[AMU MUM
MEMO MUUMUU
UM CUOMO MUM
UMBIUMI UM

9-19-A
chance. •
•A 5
Dummy's club queen covJ 9753
ers West's jack and 100 hon•K J 7
ors go on the first trick.
•Q 6 2
36 Stopped
46 Once around
Counting his losers, declarer WEST
38 Shakespeare
track
EAST
can see two trump losers, •7 4 3 2
role
47 Historian's
•Q 8 6
40 Is aware of
concern
the diamond ace and a los- •K
•A 4
42 Layette item 48 Golf mound
•9 8 5 4
ing club. Without the dam- •A 6 3 2
44 Single item 49 Jug lug
•K 7 4 3
aging club lead, declarer's •J10 9 8
45 Musical
50 Pigpen
SOUTH
instrument 53 Compass pt club could have gone on one
•K J 10 9
of dummy's diamonds but
•Q 10 8 6 2
why worry about what
•Q 10
might have been?
•A 5
The first impulse is to
hope for a swindle in the
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer:
trump suit. Declarer can North. The bidding:
lead his queen and hope that
Nerd
East
Soo* West
West will hop up with his Nm
Pass
1W
Pass
king if he was dealt K-4. 411
Pass
Pass
Pass
This play might work, but
only against a naive West. If
declarer held the A-Q of
Opening lead: Club jack
trumps, why would he lead
the queen?
'
lead of a trump will crash
The legitimate play is to both high honors and four
hope to drop both trump defensive tricks are comhonors without depending pressed into only three.
upon a careless defense. At
trick two, lead a spade to
Bid with Cora

NNW MEM AMU
UM MOM= MOM
MOW= UMMIIIMM
UMM WM.=
MEMO
BilIM 'MEW WM=
WM WIIMMEWM
NMI WM= WM.
WM MIME
WEINIM WEE
MIMI= MIIIIMMINI
ME MENEM OMM
UM WEE= WEE

w..WM

HEY STUPID CAT WHO
LIVES NEXT POOR

The

THE ACES®IRA

Mower I. Friday's Puzzle

I HAVE A SLIVER
IN MY PAW._ CAN
Vol.) HELP ME?

ANSWER: Three no trump. confronted Welch was
A most suitable hand for how to make it easy for
either game so it's best to the audinece to
let opener decide.
distinguish between
"inner
and outer voices,"
Send bndge questions to The Aces,

with

NERVE TO
SAY
HELLO

•ACkz,.

I THOUGHT
VOU HAP
TENNIS ELBOW,
BEETLE

ks4)

I DO.
40
BUT I N....4
PLAYED

LEFT- cr
HANDED

fIIlI

.441

II

3#1441

Welch said the "innerouter" problem was
solved by having the

FAST TALKERS
WINSTON-SALEM,
N.C.(AP)-Professional
tobacco auctioneers sell
about eight individual
piles of leaf tobacco a
minute. Each pile weighs
about 300 pounds.
At today's prices, a
good auctioneer
generates approximately
$3,500 per minute at
wholesale as he walks
through the piles of loose
tobacco leaves making a
sale every seven seconds,
according to Reynolds
Tobacco.

actors change their
voices to near whispers
when thinking to
themselves. Further, the
drama is recorded in
stereo and the father's
inner voices will come out
of one speaker and the
son's the other.
Although the process
sounds simple, "hearing
thoughts on the radio" is
rather complicated, said
Welch. He added that
some scenes were
recorded two and three
times.

U

Frames Drake

What kind of day will tomor- SCORPIO
row be? To find eat whet the (Oct. n to Nov. 21)
News from a distance is
stars say, read the forecast
mixed. Avoid friction with ingiven for your birth Sign.
laws. Utilize initiative in
career matters. Self-discipfme
Is needed.
ARIES
Mar.21 to Apr.19) 111.
44 saarrrmuus
Business luncheons ate (Nov.22t Dec.21)
-DN.!
"'AAA...LAMA
0 11111 maw,harms 1,
p•Ift•••
'eared. Don't try to escape
Time
by
yourself
i•it
obiesna arotmd home base, replenishes energy. Social life
Crest a family member to is not especially favored. Seek
ikas HOW I NAVE TWO
amething special.
Loavkg TENNIS ELBOWS
expert opinion regarding
fAURUS
business ventures.
Apr.?A to May 20)
CAPRICORN
me
°
Strengthen love ties today. (Dec.22 toJan. 19) V
he unexpected may cause
The afternoon is the best
ome changes in your time to get together with
chedule. Avoid carelessness others. Later, you'll tend to
;#40
veer from inhibition to exm the job. Be attentive.
cessive self-indulgence.
MUNI
AQUARIUS
May 21 to June 20)
Contacts are important now. (Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
.m4
A business luncheon surkiciability is an aid to your
:areer. Expenses tend to be passes expectation., yet the
ittavy now. Try to cut back on daily grind could be scaiewhat
NO MISTAKE-•-JUST ONCE
tedious. Don't overindulge in
extravagances.
I WANTED TO DO THAT
food or drink.
CANCER
ANO MEAN IT
(June 21 to July ?i)
KISCO;
(Feb.
19 to Mar. 20)
Romance
torts
promising,
1141
but pending domestic conRomance has some pleasant
moments, but ambivalent
cerns could possibly weigh on
feelings about intimate matu
ril
aCe
ulep your eyes open for a
,
9`Ii•
1,4-•4
'-1.
ters may cause a problem.
.v•OW.-••",
Creative work goes well.
LEO
--•--_,....-,,„„...-„,
YOU BORN TODAY are
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Work done from the home creative and artistic, but at
should go well. Schedule a times lack self-confidence.
private meeting at your place. You may have a special talent
Act on inner promptings. Curb for teaching or wilting. Social
contacts will be helpful to your
a tendency to boast.
career, but you must learn to
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 1104
1L be more trusting of others.
An invitation to lunch should Art, theater and music may
be accepted. Don't go over- appeal to you, but you're hapboard on spending for fun. A plait in intellectual puraulla.
tale* for
friend may promise more than

meeV

41-te

=t0A

gel

CARTER STUDIO

GOOROO'S MOB
OUT ON PROBA TION P WHY? HE
PUSHED DRUGS,
HAD A GANG
OF MUGGERS.
011,

SIR, THE JUNGLE
PATROL CANNOT
INTERVENE LOCALLY
UNLESS CALLED IN
BY THE POLICE.
IT'S THEIR BABY.

I

Bible Coll

•

your

An
Financial prospects improve, but the erratic
bthevior of. higher-up causes

oincern. A (Timid spurs you on
lepialtive &tits.

1
TNTERESTEU IN FREE
CHRISTMAS GIFTS??
Hostess; a needle craft
receive
demonstration
beautiful free gifts free
lessons in latch' hook,
embroidery, counted
cross-stitch and needle
point, Contact Lou
vroder_ _at 502.A.36-211/2_
Don't Miss out! Call Now!

The New Binh 759-4444; Bible
Story - 759-4445.

ANTIOUE
AND
DEPRESSION
GLASSWARE
Silver
& Gold
Pawn Shop
0 ympic
ran
Open Ii it lo B p lii
153 1113

1973:
comt

o. SP1

Remi
shote
bar'
condi

laormation on Alaskan and
Overseas Employment. Ex:ellent income potential.

sun
will

FIR

1-1.
Alignment
formerly
rvir:r.
ire,
Tin' l')2
Alignment t
Oil & tube ....

work, no lay-offs.
Earning Opportunity
5250,00 t o...11,51„.0#
to start. Advancement

23 E)

Work at home jobs
'available! Substantial
earnings possible. Call
504-641-8003 Ext. 1316 for

SAWDUST I

Information.

EXPERIENCED
APPAREL SALES. For
mornings, nights and
Sundays. I mmediale
part-time openings.
Apply in person
MINNENS OLYMPIC
PLAZA OR DEL-A1R
CENTER.E.O.E.

SPECIALSALE
t'Sefi nlur.•

Dental Assistant full
time. Experienced
preferred but not
necessary. Send resume
to P.O. Box 1040
Mature lady to live with
retired lady for room and

tH,T5,1111.1111,,

SUR&
GOLD
PAWN SHOP
-'

--ir
5. LOST & FOUND

Two lost black and tan
Beagle dogs. One male,
one female., Last seen in
Stella Coldwater area.
Has collars on with wrong
phone number. Any
information leading to
seeing or having of these
dogs call 489 2885.4:There
will be a reward for any
help_poqible.
6. HEIFP WANTED
Baby sitfei wanted
Hours are flexible.
References required. My
home. 759-1765.
do

Call 753 2286
after 5 p.m.

piano
Begin:
Call 7!

Used
Baldo
Praci
piano.
organ
Co.
Paris,

Want someone to come
into home and baby sit for
teachers one year old
child. Hours 7:30 to 4:30.
Salary negotiable. •
739-4777 after 5 :00 p.m

Extra large
truckload - Paris,
Tennessee. 901642-7067.

Special Thanks!
The Ray Coursey Jr.
family wish to thank
every one who has helped
our burden in any way.
The prayers, money,
cards, labor in housing
tobacco, visits, and every
kind word of
encouragemlnt and
comfort. Ray looks
forward to cards and
letters each day and
appreciates them very
much. Please continue to
pray for Ray's recovery
May the Lord bless each
of you for your gracious
concerns.

imme

good benefits. Education
or experience not
necessary. Call Paducah
443-6460 between 6 a.m.
and 10 a.m. ONLY! Ask
for Mr. Miller,

Rudolph Tirr

to

w.-r7

wa

•Attractive positio% for'
man or woman of neat
appearance and good
character for pleasant

week

lady

15 c
white
435.4

secretary reMedical
Only
:eptionist.
exmienced need to apply.
Send resume to F.O.Bat
1040_5.Burray, Kt 42071.

$350.00 weekly stuffing
envelopes. All ages. No
gimmicks. For information
send self addressed stamped
envelope to: Richard
Demaico, P. 0 Box 084,.
Wakefield, Mass.01880.

service sprrini

Wanted
Ironing.

AAo.ri
clinin
sofa
Henr
(kinc
glass
three
wain
parc
mirri
$250.1
p.m.

call 1-312-741-9780. Ext
i062.

115th Anniversary WallpaW
Sale. Over 3,000 rolls jn stock.,
Values to $1195 single roll.
Now 4.99 per single roll. Save
SO percent to 64 percent off
regular price. For month of
September only pop a baloon
and receive an additional 10
to 50 percent discount on all
stock wallpaper. The
Sherwin.WilliamsCo.

This

16 FI(

So

ASSORTMENT
BOY*Slit

board.Call 753-.640.

MOM=

9. SITUATION WM...La
manarnan witi do.odd
jobs, also light hauling.
Phone 753-3810
04
.'---Pl
11 _1
.
RL
I=:
I give guitar lessons at'
home. Have experience in
references. Call 753-3686,
9-5 p.m.
14. WANT TO Big
.

&F

L
si

Tappa
double
used ci
30 ga
heater.
nights:

SPE
REDL
Thurs.,
only! ii
bag 19
moss 1
peat n
tap soi
COAS
MARDI

Full si
new,
neutri
$16.95
like net
screen

Cheyro
caps SJ
34 3 pt

each.(
cane
S100.00i

Sears b
with
bumpei
Call 753

i want to buy standing
timber on shares. Call
436-5822 after 5 p.m.

For Sale
mower,
p in 435

Er-.
TUT7PAI

Trailer
as new
$20.00.

FM Camera. body
with zoom lens plus
accessories. Call 767-2828
Nikon

Rabbits and chickens lot
sale and plants Moving

must sell
436-5895

Call anyttmf
•

Firewood
Order

now
and
burn
Seasoned wood this winter

41R-7758
16. HOME FURNISHING
.1•11A
.

Hioe a bed love seat,
coffee and end tables,
shelves, micro-wave oven
cart, and bed frame.
Excellent conditions. Call
753-0315.
19 in. portable television,
electric heater,
frigeradaire washing
machine. 753-7852.

MKS,

4124z

be can deliver,
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)

'938298

300 WI

c

lir

•
DAM: Local Distributor,
wooded for wocid fooposs
solve*.$200 to MS per
wool' port limo. Gross/
Roof oppodwalty. Cd
toll free 500-52.3-5206 or
write DMS0 lotgarootioitoi, he,, Four* &
wean.* Sweets, North
Wales, Po. 19434.

A Picture
Wortti
Inoisme
Words

CAROLT THANKS

FOR MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 21,1981

ndf*

The people who might be interested in contributing to
the upkeep of the Old Salem
cemetery and to those who
hove not contributed•the
past but may desire to do
so Please moil chocks to
Jock Dodd, Rt. 8 Murray or
to Jock Dodd c/o Fels
E. Morn Street, Poc'AixkC.,
roy, Ky.

Olympic Plato
Ooen 9 a m
7C -1'1;t

Your Individual
Horoscope

mu Wall Nebo+I'-

I WISH THAT CUTE TIMID KID
WOULD GET UP THE

f.spoken aloud
eshetls
en,
7e510
thcomug
ped
exas
se
Boladdreased
22pe
5, o
123113. Da,llas
or
rto
sti;nT

for reply

ThAT'S ONE WAY OF
DOING IT..HE REMOVE)
ME FROM THE SLIVER!

I#

Cost Estimator Piping
Construction Industry..
Pressure pipe experience
required. M. E. or C. E.
degree preferred.
$25,000.00 plus per year.
Interview and relocation
expenses paid, fee paid.
Action Personnel 753.
6532.

NOTICi

• •progressive-minded"
son and his father are

father sees no
Son Colson takes the
benefits from the 170,000- opposite view. As a
fishing. Their discussion acre recreation and banker, he sees economic
centers on what has demonstration area. And anbenefits from tourism
happened to the land he clings to deep and refers to the land as a
since TVA began
resentment over his "playground for midacquisition in the 1960s.
displacement.
America."
In Moseley's unfinished
book, the sounds of the
land are important
"symbolic messages,"
said Welch, who added
that recording the drama
"outside without the use
of a studio." posed many
problems.
"There is much less
control. You pick up the
sounds of boats and
planes. Of course, some
of these we wanted. They
are the natural sounds."
Funded with a $1,000
grant from the Kentucky
Humanities Council,
Welch said work on the
drama began in July.
Final editing was
completed in recenty
weeks.
"The sounds of the
UP THE RIPPLES- Mark Welch, program director for WIEMS-FM, Murmen's casting rods and of
ray State University, adjusts sound effects for "Land Between," a radio
waves lapping the shore
drama about the Land Between the Lakes. The program, produced by Welch,
help to illustrate the
will be heard at 5 p.m.Sunday,Oct. 5,on the fine arts radio station,91.3 on the
story. Of course things
FM dial.
didn't happen on cue and
there was a great deal of
editing," Welch, a native
of Fulton and 1978
G. CORN, JR.
Murray State graduate,
said.
Following the fishing
scene, the men move to a
"Man is a reasoning dummy's ace and finesse a South holds: 9-19-B
woodsy campfire, which
rather than a reasonable spade coming back. The
•Q 8 8
also was recorded in the
animal." - Alexander spade king drops East's
V A4
queen, dummy discarding a
natural setting. Welch
Hamilton.
•9 8 5 4
club, and the last high spade
acknowledged a bit of
•K 7 4 3
How does a reasoning takes care of dummy's last
studio sound effects, the
declarer make 10 tricks club. East must ruff with
his
crackle of the campfire,
when he's staring at four small trump and as soon as
sure losers? Trickery might declarer wins a trick, the North
was added later.
2•
14t
sometimes do it; however, a
Another technical
2 NT
legitimate play offers more
problem which'
NORTH
Melina uskas.
Welch, who produced
and directed technical
aspects of the program
for the campus radio
station, said the story
opens as the

.,
.12.7
11.41,12.24.11
.

1 NOTICE

Convenience Food
Stores
are now accepting applicahons for
full or part time ernploymeff7Compony paid benefits include vocation, life/health insurance. Apply in
person at your local Hucks Store.

.
alli
tr=
also aids you in
world. Publishing, bel1111
'
and promotional wort an
areas
f
=
gS
if: H. rilli

writer; Francis I,
France; and Lecmardil
Poet
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49 USED CARSspeeci,531VVICESOFFERED
7177
EM
7
A r
7rr 46 HOMES FOR SALE
43 REAL ESTATE
SUPPLIES
Moving Sale! Henredon Manual hospital bed One bedroom apartment
C
41%t -77a-gr
nlitif Clean
1977 Mazda GLC
New duplex, two bedroom,
dining room suite
$900 00
sofa and love seat $200 00,
Henreidon bedroom suit
(king size bed) $450.00,
glass top table $75.00,
three chairs $75.00 each,
walnut end table $75.00,
parosons table and
mirror $75.00 and sofa
$250.00. 753 2676 after 6
p.m.

complete with rails and
mattress $350 00 753 2262
or 753 0645 atter 3 30

North of Murray
Partially furnished Call
753 5410
Three bedroom PI bath
KERO-SUN heaters. duplex at 404 S. 6th for
Moonlighter, $154.99, quiet family. See Mrs.
Radiant 8, $162.99; Baker between 10 2 Sat.
Radiant 10, $209.99; at 1704 Calloway or 404 S.
Radiant 36, $212.99; 6th St. Can be reached
Omini 85, $211.99; Mon at 314,821 0136
Director, $254.99. Wallin Two bedroom apartment
semi furnished. All
IS Cu. ft. Tentmaster Hardware, Parrs, Tenn.
utilities paid except
white chest type freezer.
CHIMNEYS, ALL fuel, electricity Deposit arK
435.4597.
triple wall pipe, 6" x 30", references required. Ca!
l9. FARM EQUIPMENT, $20.99; 8"x30", $29.99; 753 8355.
installation kit,6",$29.99; One Bedroom apartment
1973 300 Massey Ferguson
I", $42.99. Wallin near hospital. Furnished
combine. 489•2300
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.,
or unfurnished. No pets!'
20. SPORTS EQUIPMEN4f
Lease and deposit
WOOD HEATERS, required. 753 9208 after
Remington 1100 12 gauge deluxe cabinet, brick
shotgun. Vented rib lined fire box, cast irori 4: OCI .rn
barrell like new grates and doors, lift ol# lams 1973 Furnished, central
condition. Call 7534597.
cook surface top, $239.91. lir 753 1917
Two speed blower, $59.99.
22. MUSICAL
Wallin Hardware, Paris, One bedroom efficiency
apartment partial
Tenn.
utilities paid. No pets!
TRY
STOVE BOARDS, heavy Girls preferred. Rents for
$9000 a month. 153.9741
SEIFORE
lined, 28" x 34", 18.99. 32"
x 42", $15.99. 36" x 54", Nice large two bedroom
$22.99. Wallin Hardware, apartment partially
furnished. Married
Paris, Tenn.
couple only! No pets!
So your child
Lombard chain saws and $150 00 deposit, $185.00
wants, to tolid service. Stokes Tractor, per month Must have
references. Call 753 5962.
piano lessons but Industrial Rd.

you
sy

you kat* to buy a
piano before your
sure they will stick
with it. RENT IT
FIRST! Rent applies to purchase

CLAYTONS
753-7575
Immediate opening or
piano and organ lessons.
Beginners and advanced.
Call 753 7575.

Used bricks in Paducah
444-9609.
26. TV RADIO

REPOSSESSED
25"COLOR TV
Under Warranty,
take up payments

CLAYTONS
753-7575
27 MOBILE

Two bedroom apartment
furnished or unfurnished.
Newly decorated. No
children! No pets! Call
after 5:00, 753-2271.

Nortnwood Subd 5265 00 per
month 153 7853

AKC Registered Doberman
puppies champion
bloudiines 759 4588 or 753
7617 _ _
Six month old black Great
Dane, full pedigree, cropper)
ears. fully Obedience trained
Call 5al, 153 9101, 153 6527_
All breed dog grooming.
Reasonable rates Also
boarding and AKC
miniature Schnauzer
puppies. Hidden Valley
Kennels,435 _4506
AKC Registered
Doberman puppies. 759
4588 or 753 7637.
Registered Dobermans,
black and rust, two reds.
Call 328 8363, Mayfield.
40

PRODUCE

Apples for sale. Sweet cider.
Tucker Orchards, Landfill
Rd. Call 489 2467 to reserve
order

41 PUBLIC SALE
Antique Mall it Haiel, open
Mon Sat 9 5, Sun , 15 11
dealers
W 0.T.M. Yard Sale.
Wide variety of items. 706
Fairlane Thurs., Fri.,
Sat. 8-5.

T Three party yard sale
34. HOUSES FOR RE N'Sat. and
Sun., Sept. 19 and
Three bedroom home for 20. seven tenths of a mile
rent 1207 Kirkwood. 753- west of Midway on Hwy
1828. Lots of good
6156, 753 5945.
bargains. Bicycles, tools,
House in Panorama clothes, and appliances.
Shores. Furnished or
unfurnished. Couples Moving Sale 313 S. 10th
only! No pets! Will St., Sat. and Sun.
consider two college Antiques, appliances,
students Call 436 5830.
furniture, glassware,
Three bedroom brick clothing all sizes, tires,
home on Dudley Dr. toys, baby items.
$400.00 a month plus
43 REAL ESTATE
deposit. 436-2582.

Used Spinet piano
HOMES SALES
Baldwin. Three years old.
Practice and player 12x65 trailer for sale. 1975
piano. New and used model, excellent
organs. Lonardo Piano condition. Two bedroom
Co. across post office and bath 1/7 . Fully
carpeted. Call Brandon
Par1s,-Tn.
House eight rooms, bath, •
Dill, Dill's Tr. Ct. 753-9104
sereened in back porch, Located in Riviera
XTERMINATI
NG
or
nights
7531551.
1
garden space, garage. Courts is • this two
Been remodeled by City
bedroom mobile
Double wide with utility Community
carport built on, 10x18 Development. Low home, completely
outbuilding on lot at corner of income family wanted. furnished for only
North 16th and Poor Farm Call 7533685.
$11,500.00. the ideal
Rd. Close to Fisher Price
dwelling for that son
S20.000. Call 753 7975
Three bedroom two bath
or daughter now athouse,
1704 Calloway. See
12x65 1973 furnished,
tending college.
Mrs. Baker between 10-2,
central air. 759-1987.
Sat. at 1704 Calloway or
Make your offer to404 S. 6th St. Can be
28 MOBILE
day!
reached Mon. at 314 82)HOME RENTALS
10111RTS REALTY
0136.
Trailer for rent. See
I Ma tatiamera
Brandon Dill, Dill Tr. Ct.
Three bedroom 1 1/7 bath
753-1651
11,41 SCE LLANEOUS
Two bedroom furnished S285.00 per month. Call •
753.3612
and
ask
for
Susie
dishwasher,
Tappan
all electric mobile home
Three bedroom, bath, den
double cast iron sink, for rent. $75.00 security Wells or 753-1585 after with fireplace
and garage
5:00.
used carpet (17x12), used
deposit, $150.00 per
qn one acre. Deposit,
30 gallon hot water
month. No pets! Call 753. House for rent in the 'reference, lease, $200.00.
heater. Days 753 3142 and 4808.
county Call 436•2498 after Strout Realty, 753 0186.
nights 753 8854.
5:00p.m.
Two bedroom trailer for
SPECIAL STOCK rent $95.00 per month. 21/2 Two houses near
NEW U511Nr1"/
REDUCTION SALE miles from town. Call 753- university. $100.00
P.'2
story
brick, 2100
$108.00
deposit,
per month
Thurs., Fri., and Sat. 8848 before 9:30 p.m.
rent. Call 753 6114 after 6
sq. ft. of living space, 2
only! Marble chips 50 lb.
bag 1.99, Spaghmum peat For rent: nice? bedroom trailer, p.m.
acres. Brown's Grove
moss 4 Cu. ft. bale $7.69, near Murray. No pets! 489 2611.
Extra nice three bedroom.
area. only $38,000.
peat moss, potting Soil,
house located in Murray.
tap soil 40 lb. bags $1.49. Two bedroom or three -1495.00 per month. Security'
We manage Rental
COAST TO COAST bedroom completely deposit and one year lease
furnished, new furniture lequired_No pets! Call
HARDWARE.
Property for other
416and carpet. Central heat
12915 and 753 0839.
Full size maple bed like and air, natural
people for a small fee.
gas or
new, $75.00. 62 yds. electric heat
You'll like our Ser
and Two bedroom house, air
neutral color carpet cablevision. See at
Shady conditioned with den and
vice.
$16.95 per yard new, still Oaks, 753.5209 8:30
a.m.- utility. Call 753-6254.
like new $200.00. 36x30 fire 4:)3 p.m.
713-00011
screen $5.00 3-15" 1964
37. LIVESTOCK
Chevrolet wire spoke hub
30. Bt
TA
-SUPPLIES
caps $75.00. Two new GE ....
34 3 phase motors $50.00
11141110/1E1111 MANAGIAIINT
One two horse trailer.
each. Chair bottom sheet
Priced to sell. Call
cane 16"x50 ft. rolls
daytime 753 5671, nights 40 Acre farm, half mile from
$100.00 a roll. 753-5940.
753-3430.
town on 94 East. 6/10 of a mile
blacktopped_ 23 acres
Sears baby crib, complete
Two bedroom apartment for" tendable,
17
For more
With mattress and
rent, range, oven, refrigera- information timber.
call Purdom &
bumper pad, for $43.50.
tor,
dishwasher..
disposer,
Thurman Real Estate, 753Call 7519566.
washer and dryer hookup, 4451; Susy Wells, 75.3 1585 or
For Sale: 7 hp Murraf riding 32. AP .. FO
air. carpet No pets. One Geneva Giles, 753 6557.
mower, cheap! Call after 5
p.m. 435.4557.
One bedroom furnis-hedi year lease and $225 deposit
Trailer hitch type A. Good apartment. One lady or required, $225 per month
Country Hideaway 13
as new. Ball not included. girl only. 303 S. 6th St Phone 753-2622 a 1533865
Caij 7533393
$20.00. Phone 7535830.
acres, walk out base-

ment. 4.000 so
finished

Happy Birthday
Phil Bryan
from
Your Family & Friends
In
FranIdort, Mayfield
& Murray

ft

Home or business for
rent call
Swot Waldrop
Real Estate
Iamb Mrs
Comet
7$9-170,
10 acre farm, half mile from'
'town on 94 East six tenths of
a mile blacktopped 23 acres
tendable, 17 timber For more
information call Purdom &
Thurman Real Estate, 7534451, Susy Wells, 753 1.`.45 or
'Geneva Giles, 753 6557.
Alive with

color and
charm? Pleasingly
decorated frein the
layer to the family
room with fireplace
and ceder beams, to
the kitchen with dining area and to the
bedroom wing with
built-Ins.
For
economy, add central gas - and you can
find the total
package by dialing
M-1492. Offered -by
Canary 21, Loretta
Jobs, Realtors:

LOSITTA JOBS, *ALTUS
'
200 1000.0.1ino
Won*, Kensucty

isoa,

-

.

PINE
BLUFF
SNORES

38. PETS- SUPPLIES

douwousprdinuu-.10-10,-"`"0".00

hr.,

.207,

"0"-.0.•••• 110

lpy AVAILABLE

-110"00
'-10

I 7 mulesigii,Wimpy hro
bedroom moOn• home cm Owes
imolai Nos wan a/Wooing
dot 4•14111 Lags ,0011,0410C had
"nth vondo.r• WI wound
Itenedined and own)
, nowsnlid 61 o.ww 19 300 DO
753 8776 after 5 p m

NOT JUST
A HOME...
A.N ESTATE
OF MIND

New listing two miles West
of Lynn Grove on Hwy. 94
two bedroom frame house
with two acres very neat
and attractive home For
more information call
Purdom and Thurman Real
Estate
753-4451 Susy
Wells 7531585 or Geneva
Giles 753-6557
Appraisals - Councillag - Managemen
and Sales.
RON TALENT
REALTOR
753-9804
Four bedroom home in
need of repairs on one
acre. Reduced to 58500.00.
Call Spann Realty Assoc.,
753.7124.

JUST ONE
LOOK
That's all it will
take to convince
you that this is the
home for your family. Relax from the
day's work in the
1 3 x 2 1 master
bedroom suite, then
join the family in
the beautiful den
with its round
hearth fireplace.
The kitchen is a
gourmet's delight
with its bay window. The formal
living and dining
room offers you and
your guests an
elegant place to
visit. Seeing is
believing. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty, for all the
information of this

SEPTEMBER
SPECIAL
Live and earn with
this FHA approved
home, plus 20 x 50
metal bldg. suitable
for a variety of
commerr
uses.
Locate dtir.ie edge
of Murity at 1907
Coldwater Fd. Priced at 835,000. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty, For All
Your Real Estate

•••

building Call 436-2253

'79 Ford F-150
4:4 300 4 sp.
753-8786 or
753-5699.

MOBILE HOME
REPAIR. Installing tie
downs, underpinning,
roofing, installing doors
1 9 7 6 Honda 550F and windows. Also build
windjammer, many porches and patios. Call
extras. $950.00. Call 759- 1516973. Free estimates!
No job too small! Nights
4845.
and weekends call 474
1977 750F Honda. Good
.2276.
condition. Call 767 2758.
m e roof
1980 IT 250 Yamaha. Call Mobile
resealed or coat with
753 3830 or 753-4024.
fiber asbestos paint. Call
48, AUTO SERVICES 753-9672 ater 5 p.m. for
eStimatef
M&G Complete Glass
Co. has added a new line Concrete and blocks and
of work that features brick. Basements, drive
showcases and display ways, sidewalks and storm
cases, pie -cases; store cellars. 20 years experience
753-5476.
and tree estimates.
displays and glass •_
.
shelving. We also install CARPET CLEANING. Free
auto glass, fix storm estimates. SatisfieC
windows and doors, references. VibraNac stearr
repair and replace store or quick dry cleaning. LEE'S
fronts, install patio door CARPET CLEANING, 753
glass, plate glass and 5827.
window glass.Cut mirrors
-now
and glass table tops. Do Fence sales at Sears
picture frAming. 753-0180. Call Sears. 753-2310 for
free estimate for your
49 USED CARS
1977 Honda 175 Elsinore
excelleni - orirlition. Call
753 7597.

45, FARMS FOR SACE

1911 Grad Priz - one

For rent,lease, or sale. 80
acre cattle farm near
Crossland. Also hay for'
sale. Call 753 0662.

owner local car.

kitchen, bath i rvool m
n ,g
utility room and built in
car garage. Ii? blocks
from M S U Look it over
and give me a bid. No real
estate brokers please_ 206
S. 15th, 759 4702

MOON'S
Oldsmobile
Pontiac
Cadillac
1406 W Main

753-5315

needs
Gutterirt by Sears Sears
continuous gutters installed
per your specifications Call
Sears 753-2310 • tor free
estiin_ale

Tank
Septic
Alexander
Cleaning Vacuum cleaned
from your driveway Industrial: residential or

h:Aspiltir-driveways
ens*
parking lots sealed by
Sears For tree estirrlatet

Four bedroom hOun Lynn
Grove with 2 acres Nousel
CVOs repair. 435-42114.
Brick house two years old
Three bedroom, two baths,
formal dining room, large
den, two car garage, house
has many extras Owner will
consider financing See at'
11109 Wiswell Rd or call 753
0839 or 436 291.

Doug Jones Electrici
residential wiring and
motor repair. Airport Rd.
753-95.55.
Will inspect and clean
chimneys. 498.8958.

ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDINO
or vinyl siding and trim
Aluminum trim for brick
houses lack Glover 7531873

GENERAL NOME REPAIR..
15 years experience carpen-,
try, concrete, ciltimbing,'
roofing, siding, things
around the home Free
estimates' No job too small.
Call days 474-2359, 474evenings
On
2276
weekends
474-2276
K & K Shwa Reinoval. Do
you need stumps removed
from your yard or land
cleared of stumps We cab
remove stumps up to 24
below the ground leaving
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate. Bob
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.
11081LE HOME ANCHORS
underpinning, roofs sealed
patio awnings and house
type roofs for mobile
homes
753-1873, lack
Glover

1972 Mustang V 8 runs
great. Needs minor body
work. Make offer. 7532266 or 759-4683.

Toy Lao
Barnett
Cool, Grovel, Sand,

Fredonia Lime and
Dirt 753-4776

753 0851.

1975 Chevrolet Malibu
59,000 actual miles. See at
813 Coldwater Rd Call
436.2438.
epossessed 1972 El
Camino good condition.
Call 753-5673.
1978 Honda Civic in
excellent shape. Call 753
3027 after 5 p.m.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

225 L. P. Maw St. memos

Coowswoity CwWW)

Specializing in Senior Citizens
Open Hours
Mon., Toes., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
8-12 I53-3685
For Appointment

two bedroom home, 408
ith St , Murray,S14.000
79-3371
New 3 bedroom 2 bath
built-in appliances Must 1975 Vega Hatchback 4
speed, 30 MPG. $1050.00
sell $30000 Call 489 Call 753.04.57.
2670

minutes from town.
A beautiful foyer
opens into both the
formal living room
and the den with a
brick wall
fireplac?. This 3

1977 LTD II Brougham
52600.00. Call 753.0457.

Food

1970 Toyota station
wagon. Automatic, air,
radials, excellent
condition. $1500.00 or
trade for motorcycle 354
6783.
1976 VW Rabbit good
condition for 11,950 00
Call 753 7675

Older HOuse and
1

acre

repairs

4

with

could be

bedroom

located

near

Stella.

bedroom, 2 bath
home is nicely arranged for family
living with all its

-

#

1950 Chevrolet pick up
Very good condition 1 0liare
bIL -eXperieaced cal
$600 00 or trade for penter work'
Also flue
motorcycle 3.5.4 6783.

commercial 24 hour service Call 753-5933
46. HOMES FOR SALE
All your plumbing and air
House for sale furnished
conditioning needs Also do
or unfurnished, carpet
1976 Monte Carlo Landau carpentry, painting, roofing
, nlairngge bedrooms
m houtp
rto
h rooug
loaded, good condition. and concrete All work done
bat h
large
$2,000.00. Call after 5 p.m. to satisfaction 753-9822

SEARCH NO
LONGER
For a home with an
acre lot just

- •

baths, family
roomw with
fireplace, arid double car garage. Call
and treat yourself
to a showing of this
lovely home. Offered at ;79,900
through Kopperud
Realty, 711 Main in
Murray.

43 acre farm for sale. 35
acres good tendable land.
One mile South of
Coldwater. Call 753 0546
or 753-0131.

lovely Canterbury
Estates residence.

and Professional
landscaping. Offered through Kopperud Realty, 753'1222.

odor tree carpet, last
longer and smells better
For tree estimates call
Jeff's Carpet Cleaning
753 9126. Experienced and

$30130 war buy this neat
call 753.2310
well kept two bedroom
frame on seven acres of
which five are woods. HaS
Aluminum Sankt
REDUCED S5,000.00
two large outbuildings,
This home is lust barely one can be used as garage
aluminsm and vinyl
lived in Features three or work shop In Lynn
siding, custom trim
bedrooms, two baths, and Grove Community. Call 1976 Ford Bronco in
work. References Call
a spacious great room 753 8729 or 4354160.
excellent condition 753worn a large and beautiful
4112 or 753 7795 after IP m Will Ed Bailey. 753fireplace. This house is FHA home and lot. Three
0689
not only beautiful, but is bedroom brick, lot size 80 1973 International farm
built for the practical use ft. x 177 ft. with outside truck. 14 ff. flat bed price Bur Dot
Ceramics. Open
$2150.00.
of the every day family
storage shed. Assumable
9.00 a.m. til 10:00 p.m.
The large kitchen and loan, only one year old. In
Monday Friday. Classes
dining area are truly a county close to school. 1910 (MC Van conversion and supplies. 474,2701.
Fully customized with
blessing to any harrassed Can be seen at Scenic
woman. The private Acres Sulxl. off of Hwy, refrigerator, sink, stereo, Will sharpen hand saws,
couch
fenced backyard and 280. $33,500 00 or can call rally (converts into bed), chain saws and skill saws.
wheels, custom paint Call 753-4656.
patio are perfect for the 753-4037.
and captains chairs. 13,000
small ones in your family.
/
2 acres of land and miles Repiyt9.753 5014_
AAA CUSTOM
MAU
"
So for beauty and just 41
plain every clity living you three bedroom house on
bookcases
CABINETS
51.
CAMPERS
Bethel Rd 753 6940
Must see this dream of a
music centers. etc
house. Call Spann Realty House three acres land. 1977 Man of War 28 ft. Reasonable 436-2566
Assoc., 753-7724,
753 0169 after COO p.m.
camper with air condition
House for sale furnished and awning. Call 753 8072. Heating refrigeration and
Bob s
repair
electrical
or unfurnished, carpet 1978 (MC Kingsley 26
ft
throughout, two large motor home like new.
Refrigeration
Service
1977
bedrooms and large (MC Royale 26 ft.
motor Hazel KY 498 8370 or
living room. Dining home like new. 1978
25 ft. 753-7829 Bobby Lockhart
room,kitchen, bath room, Champion only
4100
utility room and built in miles. Contact
Howard
car garage. 1 1/7 blocks Brandon, office 753
4389,
from M.S.U. Look it over home 753- 5960.
and
give
me
a
real
bid.
No
OWNER
estate brokers please. 206 52. BOATS& MOTORS
FINANCING
S. 15th, 759-4702.
AVAILABLE
141
/
2 Wizard boat, motor
47. MOTORCTCCES and trailer. Very good'
This may be the
$500.00. Call
home you've been AXR SO Honda 5-48500. condition.
after 4 p.m. 753-0169.
waiting for, design- Call 753 8061Au- tomobile rnachanic will
ed to bring instant 1975 350 Honda5 SeEaRreVnlifwEdo
iO
ng se
FE
rvR
S!
icE
e do work on automatic and
all gasoline engmed trucks
happiness and combination road and
pleasure to your trail bike. Excellent calls on plumping and All work done gauranteed
electric-al. Dill Electric
family. Nothing condition. Call 43 72744.
- 43145461 9 8 0 Honda three. 753-9104.
was overlooked in
build miscellaneous
Will
wheeler, 110 Series. Good
making this quality
such as:
Shape. Call 521 8274 or P & D Lawn Service wooden items,
and
home the ultimate
Mowing, small tree and cedar chests, coffee
436 4927.
end tables, etc. Will
in beauty, and ofhedge
trimming
Free refinish antiques. Call,.
ION Honda Odessey, 436fers 4 bedrooms, 2
Estimates 4361297
2540
7530249.

NEW LISTING
Attractive 3
bedroom brick
home on Highway
94, 10 miles East of
Murray near Kentucky Lake. Lot of
approximately 1
acre. Priced
reasonably at only
$28,000. Phone 7531222, Kopperud
Realty for full
details.

ble garagew with
concrete drivewity

50 USED TRUCKS

road frontage. Call
753-6531.

um

Beautiful 4 or 5 berdroom, 3 bath
Gatesborough
home on a double
lot. There are two
heat pumps with a
humidifier, central
vacuum system, intercom, automatic
garage door
opener, wet bar,
and two patios.
Everything you
need for comfortable, leisurely
family living. Call
for an appointment
today, 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty.
We are members of
Multiple listing service.

extras; a patio for
entertaining, a dou-

The Lydia Phillips
Home located about
6 miles east of Murray on 280, includes
15 acres approximately 756 feet of

with new tires $2650 00
753 1431 after 4 00p m

Call

753 9924

after 4: 30 p.m.
•

00,110
ae
211.1rorrr
e*by owner
.505 Oak Dr„ excellent
condition, immediate
possession
Three
-Nextreorn brick over. 148
4 ft. living area Fully
:arpeted. Phone Paducah
before 5:00 pm 551 4111
or after 500 pm 554
7510 Ask for Ken
Adiffis.

1972 Forctiorino small V
8, automatic, air, vinyl
top 5.695 00 489 2595
1974 Gremlin X six
cylinder, automatic, air,
good tires No rust
51095 00 489 2595.
1973 Gremlin wrecked on
drivers side, front Six
cylinder automatic
Whole or parts After 4:00
call 753 6091
1975 Camero, p.s., p.b ,
A M-f-M toot., good
condition. Call 753 5510.
1968 Camero SS, sharp
car High performance,
serious calls only. 759
1718

'"'""411•4104wooliadhoppopsiiioopepow•--w.

For the finest dining in the Kentucky Lake area come to the Dint
ner Bell Thursday, Friday and
Saturday 4 p.m. to 9 p.m. Sunday
'12 Noon-9 p.m.

Budget Hours
Thursday and Friday-4 p.m. to 5
p.m. Sunday 12 Noon to 5 p.m.
Budget Hours means all you con
eat including tea ,or coffee onct tax

t9r--

$500

For reservations or
information

lorge groups or more

Cell 354042.

*
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DEATHS & FUNERALS

State Moving Toward
Longer Term Notes

Mrs. Houston Mrs. Farris'
Dies; Rites
Funeral To
Are Sunday
Be Held Here

—

Mrs. Gladys Houston
died Friday at 12:50 p.m.
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. She was
85 years of age.
She was married May
2,1915, to Buford Houston
who preceded her in
death on Oct. 18, 1969. She
was a member of the
Memorial Baptist Church
and a bookkeeper at
Cherry's. Born Feb. 14,
1896, in Tennessee, she
was the daughter of the
late James F. Morris and
Mary B. Jones Morris.
Mrs. Houston is
survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Oliver
1Martha Lou) Cherry,
Murray; two
grandchildren, Mrs. Rick
1Janice) Sutton and Gary
Houston, Paducah; three
great grandchildren,
Taylor Sutton, and Lisa
and Brent Houston, all of
Paducah.
The funeral will be held
Sunday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home
with the Rev. Dr. Jerrell
White officiating. Burial
will follow in the Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 6 p.m.
Saturday.

Final rites for Mrs.
Betty Lou Hill Farris,
widow of Charlie Farris,
will be held Sunday at 2
p.m. at the chapel of the
Max Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. R. J.
•
Burpoe officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Outland Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
VIR„,
funeral home after 4 p.m.
today (Saturday).
Mrs. Farris, 88, died
CIVITANS FROM clubs in Cadiz, Hopkinsville, and Murray met Thursday
Thursday at 6:50 a.m. at
evening for an Interclub meeting and installation of club officers for the 1981-82
a hospital in Houston,
Civitan year which starts Oct. 1. Jack Kenney, Owensboro Club who has recently
Texas. She is a native of
served as Governor of Kentucky Civitans and also as International Chaplain,
Calloway County.
performed the installation rites. James Guess of the Cadiz Club, lieutenant
Survivors incude one
governor of the Kentucky Civitans when the Murray Civitan Club was chartered
son, Charles J. Fan-is
in November 1958 and who installed the first group of local Civitan officers at
and his wife, Judy, and
that time, was the featured speaker at the Thursday meeting. Inspecting the IP
one grandson, Neal
Program for new club members are, left to right, Keeney, Owensboro, Nick NorFarris, Houston, Texas;
ton, Murray Club, and Guess, Cadiz.
several nieces and
nephews including Mrs.
Raymond Jones, R. C.
Jones, Keys Farris,
Clifford Farris, Mrs.
James Kindred, Burton
Murray State Business Building, or by present a completed
Young, Fulton Young,
University
will be the site
writing to GMAT, registration form and a
and Mrs. Buthel Wilcox,
during the current 1981-82 Educational Testing check or money order for
all of Murray.
academic year for four
Service, Box 966, the regular test fee plus
offerings of the Graduate
Princeton, N.J.,08541.
an additional $10 service
Management Admission
The GMAT fee, Newell fee. The late fee does not
Test(GMAT).
said, for candidates apply for standby
Dr. Howard Newell, registered at "published registration.
assistant dean in the
domestic test centers" —
university's College of in the U.S., Guam,Puerto
Business and Public
Rico, U.S. Virgin Islands
Affairs, said the test will and U.S. territories — is
BOWLING GREEN, be given on three $27.
Ky.(AP) — The attorney Saturday mornings and
For candidates tested
for three former Bowling one evening.
in other countries, the fee
Green police officers
He listed the Saturday is $32. Registration forms
indicted Wednesday by a dates as Oct. 24 of this and test fees must be
The funeral for Mrs. Warren County grand year, and Jan. 23 and postmarked on or before
LEXINGTON, Ky.
Tom Ed (Venice Jones) jury says plea bargaining March 20 in 1982. The the registration deadlines
(AP) — County coroners
Travis will be held may be the next step in evening test is the only announced.
one scheduled during the
A $4 late fee is charged in Kentucky would be
Sunday at3:30 p.m. at the their cases.
will for registrations at the required to request
1982,
and
The
officers
were
surrmer
of
Brooks Chapel United
domestic centers only autopsies in certain
Methodist Church, where charged with theft and be given on June 23.
The GMAT is a test and postmarked during situations under a law
she was a member, with the burglary of a number
designed to provide one the late registration proposed by Dr. George
the Rev. Layne Shanklin of city businesses.
predictor of academic period.
Former
Sgt.
Carlos
Nichols, the state
and the Rev. Julian
In cases of emergency, medical examiner.
Warren officiating. The Lobb was indicted on five performance in graduate
Warren Quartet will counts of burglary and management school. candidates may register
But a state Justice
one of theft; former Scores currently are used at the test centers on a
iitovide the music.
graduate
Danny
about
710
patrolman
by
Department
official said
day-of-test
standby
basis,
Burial will follow in the
management
of
on
three
counts
schools
he
Jenkins,
told
a
group of
Newell
said,
provided
Brooks Chapel Cemetery
sufficient space and test coroners attending a
with the arrangements by of burglary and one of in the U.S. and abroad.
Registration materials materials are available closed meeting in
the Max Churchill theft and former
the test are available after all pre-registered Lexington that the
O'Neal,
for
patrolman
Billy
tFuneral Home where
Murray campus in candidates have been department was not "out
on
the
on
two
counts
of
friends may call until the
Newell's office in the admitted.
to get" coroners who are
burglary.
funeral hour.
All
three
pleaded
funeral
directors.
"There
is
no
guarantee
Mrs. Travis, 64,
"We assured them that
that space for day-of-test
Murray Route 3, died innocent at their
Largest Fish
standby registrants will we are not locked in on
Thursday at 3:10 a.m. at arraignments Thursday
The whale shark is the be available, however," any proposals and would
the Baptist Central morning.
Assistant world's largest fish, 13 he emphasized.
welcome any ideas they
Hospital, Memphis,
Commonwealth Attorney tons of flesh and cartilage
To be admitted on a might have," Deputy
Tenn.
She is survived by her Tommy Lewis said the that can measure 35 to 40 standby basis, he went Justice Secretary Gene
on, a candidate must Peter said Friday.
husband; one daughter, three could face five feet long.
Mrs. Curtis Taylor, years in the penitentiary
Dalton, Ga.; four sons - on each count if convicted
Will Ed, Murray Route 8, in a jury trial. But Lewis
Jerry Thomas, Dexter said plea bargaining
Route 1, and Billy Ray would take place and
and L. A. Travis, Murray Greg Goatley, attorney
Route 3; two sisters, for O'Neal, said he is
Mrs. Charles Hopkins, waiting to hear about
said.
LONDON (AP) — report.
Hardin, and Mrs. Nellie plea barganing.
The Sun said Diana was
The Sun article said 20Buckingham Palace
We're
waiting
for
the
Ramsey, Dexter Route 1;
unsettled" and
"deeply
year-old
Diana
was
denied
a
newspaper
sister-in-law, Mrs. commonwealth
bored, losing weight and had persuaded Charles to
report
Friday
that
said
attorney's
office
to
make
, Abelleen Jones, Dexter;
finding it "almost "take her away from it
three brothers, Pete an offer as fas as plea Princess Diana was impossible to adapt all" to a smaller home on
"bored
with
her
role"
as
bargaining
is
Jones and William Arlie
herself to the day-to-day Balmoral estate when the
Jones, Dexter Route 1, concerned," Goatley Prince Charles' wife routine of a royal."
queen leaves for a trip to
after
only
seven
weeks
of
said. "Until then, we're
and Cantrell
Australia next week.
Quoting
unidentified
Murray; la still maintaining the marriage.
An unidentified Palace
sources,
it
also
said
"Totally
untrue,"
said
(innocent) plea."
grandchildren.
spokeswoman
told Press
Diana
was
finding
it
Lewis said he believes Michael Shea, issistant
Association,
Britain's
difficult
to
treat
Palace
press
secretary
of
OLD ENGLISH
The case against the three
the report in the Sun, a "servants as servants" at domestic news agency,
STAMFORD, Conn. is a strong one.
(AP) — The oldest
"It's as good a case as I London tabloid owned by the royal family's that various members of
continuously published have on the docket," Australian newspaper Balmoral residence in the royal family are often
reference work in the Lewis said. He said he magnate Rupert Scotland, where she has housed in one of the
been living with her estate's smaller
English language is the expects the case to be Murdoch.
husband
and his parents, buildings.
The
newspaper said it
Encyclopaedia disposed within 60 days.
"They never keep
Queen
Elizabeth
II and
was
standing
by
its
Britannica. which
Gary
Police Chief
Balmoral
Castle open
Prince
Philip.
was compiled in 1768.
Raymer also said the
unless
the
queen is in
Although
he
denied
the
The current 30-volume charges against the three
report, Shea said he residence there," she
edition contains 43 former members of his
would not bother to ask said, declining further
million words on 33,141 department are
comment.
WEST NYACK, N.Y. for a retraction.
pages, says supported well by
The princess, formerly
"If
I
rang
the
Sun
every
(AP)
—
Popular
cartoon
Waldenbooks, a book evidence — "The ones
retailer, which awards 80 they were indicted on are and movie characters are time they ran a story like Lady Diana Spencer,
sets each year at store the ones we can easily boosting sales of products this, I would not have married the 32-year-old
ranging from breakfast anything else to do," he heir to the throne amid
openings.
prove," Raymer said.
cereals to school
notebooks.•
KEEP THAT GREAT
The characters helped
GM FEELING WITH
sell an estimated $10
GENUINE GM PARTS.
billion worth of products
-•
-4- 44,
at retail last year, says
•• A.4.,
St. Regis Paper
Consumer Products.
Last year the company
began marketing school,
home and office
stationery products using
licensed characters.

GMAT To Be Offered

Police
Officers
Indicted

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — A state Finance
Department prediction of
declining short-term
money-market rates has
prompted the state
Investment Commission
to move toward longerterm certificates of
deposit.
The commission had
assumed a short-term
investment stance at its
first meeting this
summer, when Treasurer
Drexell Davis agreed to
begin buying 30-day
certificates.
At that time, those
certificates were
returning higher yields
than those for longer
terms.
But a market analysis
presented Friday
predicted a decline in
short-term rates, and the
commission decided to
split the state's
investments between 30d a y and one-year
certificates.
The market analysis
was prepared by the
Office of Investment and
Debt Management in the
state Finance
Department.
James Ramsey,

Nichols WantsAutopsy
In Certain Situations

Rites Will
Sunday For
Mrs. Travis

He briefed about a
dozen coroners on
Nichols' proposal
Thursday in Lexington.
"I want to emphasize
that this is just a proposal
at this point. We want the
coroners to discuss it and
have input," Peter said.
Nichols' plan is similar
to a Georgia law and lists
16 types of cases in which
autopsies would be
required, Peter said.
They include suspected
cases of homicide or
murder, suicide, child
abuse, drugs, poison and
sudden infant eath
syndrome; all fatal
motor vehicle accidents;
hit-and-run cases; deaths
occurring while the
victim was in jail or
notice custody; deaths in
mental institutions; fire

Buckingham Palace Denies Report
Princess Diana Has Become Bored

Characters

Boost Sales

lA s4,

1977 Olds Cuirciss Supreme
2 door, orange with tan vinyl top, tan
vinyl interior, power steering, power
brakes, air conditoning, tilt wheel,
am/fm, rally wheels, 441,xxx miles.

$4477.00
Dwaho Taylor Chevrolet hoe.
753-2617

641 South, Murray

poi

director of the office, said
the diversity of
investments is important
because of varying
predictions on what
interest rates will do in
coming months.
He said that while some
experts predict an
increase in the rates,
others predict a decline.
Short-term
investments are best in
times of higher interest
rates because of the
greater yields they
provide, Ramsey said.
Conversely, a decline in
interest rates would
make long-term
certificates of deposit the
better investment.
The state's portfolio
will be split 50-50 between
30-day and one-year
certificates during the
next few weeks "to take
advantage of both ends of
the yield curve," said
Deputy Finance
Secretary Gene Smith,
who chaired the meeting.
Davis' representative
at the session, Assistant
State Treasurer Clinton
H. Newman 11, agreed
with the change in
strategy.
He also agreed with
Smith's suggestion that

great ceremony at St.
Paul's Cathedral on July
29.
The Sun, which was the
first newspaper to report
the romance of Charles
and Diana, said Diana
had reached "a personal
crisis in her new life
style."
Sun Editor Kelvin
MacKenzie said the
newspaper's front-page
article by reporters
Harold Arnold and Judy
Wade was "100 percent
true and came from an
unimpeachable source."
He described Arnold as
the "most senior royal
reporter in Fleet Street,"
London's newspaper row.
MacKenzie, asked why
he thought Shea had
denied the report,said,"I
have no idea. They are
always denying our
stories."

deaths; airplane pilot
deaths, and cases
involving skeletal
remains.
Nichols' proposal also
would require autopsies
on any body found in
water, victims of jobrelated accidents and
anyone under 45 whose
medical history did not
suggest a possible cause
of death.
Peter said the proposal
will be studied Oct. 8 by
the Legislative Research
Commission in
Frankfort.
The state's coroner
system has been under
fire in recent months.
State law requires only
that a candidate for
coroner be at least 24
years old and a Kentucky
resident.
Few coroners have any
medical training. Most
are funeral directors and
some have been accused
of using their office for
personal gain.
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
last month transferred
the state medical
examiner program, the
Department for Human
Resources to the Justice
Department at the
coroners'request.

the state seek quarterly
statements from banks
holding state deposits.
But he said the request
should come from the
Investment Commission
rather than the
treasurer's office.
Smith said the
quarterly statements
would tell the treasurer
what percentage of a
bank's deposits are state
deposits.
"It wouldn't be a
sensitive issue," he
added.
Other matters the
commission has talked
about recently, however,
have been controversial.
One that has been of
particular interest to the
state's bankers is a goal
adopted by the
commission that calls for
getting the highest
possible yield on state
investments.
Some bankers and
Davis have argued the
policy could mean
removing state
investments from
Kentucky banks in favor
of those in New York
which pay higher rates.
Commission members
and Gov. John Y. Brown
Jr. have maintained that
they want to keep the
money in Kentucky but
want the state's banks to
Pay competitive rates.
A recurring argument
against removing the
money from Kentucky
banks is that the banks
use state investments to
make loans for
economic-development
purposes.
Smith and other
commission members
have disputed that, but
have acknowledged there
has been no method of
determining whether
banks use state
investments for that
purpose.
Ramsey's office is
devising such a method,
Smith said Friday.
But he emphasized that
the proposal will be a
preliminary "practice
run" and that the
opinions of bankers,
legislators and other
interested groups will be
sought before any action
is taken on a
bank-monitoring system.
Ramsey said the
proposal, to be released
next week, will include
measures of how many
and what kind of loans
banks make.
For example, he said, a
bank making a high
percentage of loans to
farmers and
businessmen probably
would score well while
those using state deposits
for investment purposes
probably would not.

What Color's
Your
Car
We

Each Day
Will Wash A
Different Color Car Free - with
Fill-Up:
EXAMPLE
Monday green: all green cars will be washed free
with fillup all day Monday.

MON.4REEN

TUES.-SILVER

WED.
RED OR YELLOW

THU

Large Station
Dr. John Brinkley's
radio station in Milford,
Kan., was the largest
radio station in America
at the time the license
was granted in4j923. Its
stud'in Could
accommodate 300 people
MAGAZINE SALES — North Elementary Magazine Sales started Sept. 18 and
and its signal could be
will
continue for two'weeks. Shown in the picture are participating students and
heard in the middle of the
Atlantic Ocean. The call some prizes that may be won.
Photo By Renee Miller
letters were KFK B.
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AMOCO CAR WASH
1102 Ch•staut

753-1331
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